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The man. The cigarette. They speak 
themselves.

Ordinary cigarettes just < 
Camel Riters has.
uJte blend of Turkish and Domes 
^Im him what he smoker *~" *;

Reasure. Satisfaction.
A Camel Riters Man undir 

best times are often th~ ~™'
Do you?

Warning: The-Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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No matter what system you own 
; there's an Empire Phono Cartridge

designed to attain optimum performance.
Detail, brilliance, depth.
This is the promise of each Empire Phono Cartridge and although there are many Empire models, each designed to meet specific
turntable performance characteristics, every Empire cartridge contains the following features:

Features

Unique Fixed Unidirectional Three- 
Magnet Structure

Molded Four-Pole Magnetic 
Assembly

Tubular moving Iron Design

Four Coil Hum Bucking Assembly 
Plus Electromagnetic Shielding

Aluminum Alloy Cantilever

Precision Ground Oriented 
Diamond Tips

Details

Every Empire cartridge uses 3 high energy ferrite 
magnets in the cartridge body to provide a high level 
of unidirectional flux.

Every Empire cartridge employs a four-pole mag 
netic assembly that is precisely aligned and locked 
in place by a high pressure injection molding pro 
cess. . . providing a uniform and orthagonal magnetic 
field.

By using a tubular high magnetic saturation iron 
armature we obtain an optimum ratio of output level 
to effective tip mass.

Using custom designed computer controfled ma 
chines, a precision drawn copper wire (thinner than 
human hair and longer than a football field) is wound 
onto a symmetrical 4 bobbin structure. By using 2 
coils per channel a symmetrical electrical circuit is 
formed.

The Empire computer designed tubular cantilever 
provides optimum coupling of the diamond tip to the 
moving magnetic system resulting in minimum 
effective stylus tip mass.

Empire diamonds are precision ground, polished 
and inspected in house, using sophisticated tele 
vision cameras and powerful microscopes to ensure 
accurate angular orientation.

Benefits

Higher and more linear output signal, 
immunity to bi-directional magnetic 
distortion , and improved hum and 
microphonic rejection .

Improved crosstalk and reduced distor 
tion that is insensitive to tracking force.

Improved tracking ability and widened 
frequency response.

Improved rejection of hum and stray 
noise fields.

Superb low level tracking, reduced track 
ing distortion . . . plus enhanced wideband 
separation characteristics.

Reduced tracing phase distortion, to 
gether with reduced wear of both the 
record and the diamond tip.

For the full story on Empire cartridges we suggest you "test-listen" to one at your local Empire dealer, 
and for information on our full line of cartridges, write for our brochure "How to Get the Most Out of Your 
Records": Empire Scientific Corp., Garden City, N.Y. 11530
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BLUTO'S 
HERE!

Look for the Deltas 
at your local theater

AMIMAL 
IWU9B
A comedy from 

Universal Pictures
Produced by

Matty Simmons and
Ivan Reitman
Directed by
John Land is __

And laughed at by
millions of
moviegoers
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pularity of whiter
c is no surprise. 

fV^e Puerto Ricans knew it 
^ was only a matter of time?

Chances are you've noticed.
More and more people are enjoying Puerto 

Rican white rum in place of vodka or gin. 
Like the Lugos, they appreciate the incredible 
smoothness of white rum. It mixes beautifully 
with tonic or orange juice or soda. And makes 
a superbly dry, clean-tasting martini.

Puerto Rican white rum is, indeed, 
smoother than vodka ov gin.

You see, every drop of Puerto Rican rum is 
aged, by law, for at least one full year before 
it's bottled. And when it comes to smoothness, 
aging is the name of the game.

Here's a suggestion.

Instead of mixing your usual vodka or gin 
and tonic, make it white rum and tonic. 

Now, isn't that better?

Make sure the rum is Puerto Rican.
The name Puerto Rico on the label is your 

assurance of excellence.
The Puerto Rican people have hecn making 

rum for almost five centuries. Their specialized 
skills and dedication result in a rum of 
exceptional taste and purity.

No wonder over 85% of the rum sold 
in this country comes from Puerto Rico.

PUERTO RICfln RUMS
Atfs id taste.

For free "Light Rums of Puerto Rico" recipes, write; Puerto Rican Rums. 
Dept NL1, 1290 Avenue of the Americas, N.Y. N.Y. 10019© 1978 Commonweallh of Puerto RicoCopyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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Bose presents
the most exciting bookshelf speaker

since the Model 301.
The new Model 301. With an improved tweeter that took three years 
to perfect. An innovative Dual Frequency Crossover™ network that 
delivers smoother mid range response. A unique tweeter protection 
circuitthat virtually eliminates tweeter burnout. And a subtle exterior 
modification that makes the Model 301 more 
elegant than ever. ,———,
But even with changes, the Model 301 retains ^ 
its conventional personality.
ft is, after all, a Bose Direct/Reflecting" loud- j 
speaker system. Which means it utilizes a care- 
fully produced balance of reflected and direct 
sound to give you the spatial realism of a live 
performance. From nearly every location in 
your listening room, you hear accurate stereo 
balance. Accurate location of each instrument, 
each note. Clearly, precisely. And with a full 
ness and richness you may have thought

impossible from such a compact enclosure.
As a matter of fact, the Model 301 delivers a level of performance
which simply astounds first-time listeners.

It could happen to you. Ask your Bose dealer to 
demonstrate the Model 301 against any book- 

j shelf speaker.-regardless o1 price.
*" sx ^~nen as^ n ' m '° demonstrate the Model 301 
^- ' against even much larger speakers. In each 

case, you will hear an open, spacious sound 
that expands the confines of your listening 
room. Suddenly, you are in a larger, more open 
space, listening to music as if you were hearing 
it for the first time.
No other bookshelf speaker even approaches 
the spatial realism of tho new Model 301. See 
your Bose dealer for a demonstration and hear 
what we mean.

«

The new Model 301.

For complete technical information on the new Mode! 301 speaker system, write Bose, Oepi. T, The Mountain, Framlngham, MA 01701
Covered by patent rights issued and pending.
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As this month's editorial, we would 
like Co present the following proposed re 
vision oj the Protestam marriage vows. 
This item was penned by Associate Edi 
tor John Hughes, as were numerous other 
articles contained in this issue, and the 
Hughes divorce case (expected to com 
mence shortly after publication)!.1! much 
awaited by all fans oj R-rated 
jurisprudence.

Wilt thou, John, have this woman to 
be thy wedded wife? To live together 
after God's ordinance in the holy state of 
matrimony? Wilt thou comfort and 
keep her in sickness and in health? Wilt 
thou provide her with credit cards and a 
four-bed room, two-and-a-half-bath 
home with central air and professional 
decorating, a Mercedes, two weeks in the 
Bahamas every spring, and a week at 
Aspen just after Christmas so that she 
might regain her composure after the 
holidays? Wilt thou paint the house 
every two years, clean the gutters each 
and every spring, and see that the lawn is 
cared for? Wilt thou try to remember 
the little things that mean so much, like 
flowers o.n her anniversary, kind words 
when she's had a rough day or a bad 
tennis match, and an occasional, "Gee, 
honey, you look pretty today." Wilt thou 
be understanding when she is tired, 
headachy, or upset about something, 
when she has her period, when she is 
pregnant, when she feels "ugly" or when 
she has a big pimple on her chin? Wilt 
thou come home from work on time or 
at least call when you're going to be late? 
Wilt thou caulk the windows in the 
kid's room, clean out the attic, adjust the 
TV roof attenac, fix the faucet in the 
kitchen, throw out all those old shirts in 
your closet, call the vet, go to the drug 
store and pick up prescriptions and T;im- 
pax, run the bath water for her while 
you're upstairs, zip her dress, carry in the 
groceries, help with the 2:00 A.M. feed 
ing? Wilt tbou nor watch football all 
weekend and drink beer all night? Wilt

thou not be such a pig when you shave 
and shower? Wilt thou listen patiently 
to long and boring stories about kids' 
colds, friends' cancerous aunts, girl 
friends' husbands' misdeeds, periods, 
yeast infections, schools, houses, furni 
ture, drapes, kitchen tile, clothes, shoes, 
makeup, hair, sore feet, Jesus Christ, 
and decorator checkbook covers?

Wilt thou, Jane, have this man to be 
thy wedded husband? To live together 
after God's ordinance in the holy state of 
matrimony? Wilt thou honor him, com 
fort and keep him in sickness and in 
health? Wilt thou do all the dirtier 
things around the house, like clean the 
bathrooms, change the diapers, empty 
the kitty litter, scoop up the dog poop,

clean vomit, clean the oven and under 
the kitchen sink? Wilt thou balance the 
checkbook and pay the bills? Wilt thou 
pick out the carpeting, drapes, wallpaper, 
sheets, bedspreads, kid's clothes, appli 
ances, and Christmas cards? Wilt thou 
do the shopping, drop the shirts ofTat 
the laundry and rerriember to pick them 
up, refrain from cleaning out his drawers 
and organizing his wallet? Wilt thou try 
not to get too fat after the first child, do 
chest exercises to keep your breasts from 
sagging, and pay attention to other parts 
of your body so that it will not get really 
gross? Wilt thou have some patience on 
the occasions when he cannot perform? 
Wilt thou not nag and pester or ask stu-

contmued on J 95
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(UVNOlOS TOBACCO CO

<I didn't 
sacrifice

great flavor
to get

low tar.'
"The first thing I expect from a cigarette is flavor. And 

satisfaction. Finding that in a low-tar smoke wasn't easy.
"But then I tried Vantage. Frankly, 1 didn't even know 

Vantage was low in tar. Not until I looked at the numbers. 
"That's because the taste was so remarkable it stood up

to anything I'd ever smoked. 
.-« "For me, switching to 

;-""-:. *' Vantage was an easy move to 
., - '/.-',< ' '" make. I didn't have to sacrifice a thing.'

Peter Accerta 
New York City. New York

VANTAGE

FILTER IQO's = 10 mg. "tar", 0.8 mg. nicotine, FILTER, MENTHOL \ 
11 mg. "tar", 0.8 mg. nicotine, av. per cigarette. FTC Report MAY 78. . : *

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

^ta^p MM " HI

Vantage
Regular, Menthol and Vantage 100's.

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



Sirs:
Here is a new song that 1 wrote. 1 

call it "Eight Hours." I hope you enjoy 
it.

Some people my a man is made out of
ON A in small amounts, 

A middle-class man is made out of 
credit cards and charge accounts; 

Credit cards and charge accounts and
bills in arrears. 

An education that suits Kirn 
For only certain types of careers.

You u'ork nine to five and what do you
get?

Another day older and deeper in debt. 
St. Peter don't you call me 
I'll only groan,
/ ou re my soul to the Savings and Loan.

Scarsdale Ernie Ford
Scarsdale, N.Y.

Sirs:
"What's wrong with education in 

America?" We hear this question over 
and over again. "What's wrong with 
education in America?" Do you really 
want to knotr what's wrong with edu 
cation in America? Well, try fucking 
an E!. Ed. major some time. Jesus! I 
mean, room to let in the attic!

A. Student 
College, Ohio

Sirs:
I understand that some of your edi 

tors were given a guided tour of the 
west wing last month, and I'm not 
making any accusations or anything, 
but if you took a shit please give it 
back we're missing one. No ques 
tions will be asked.

Jody Powell 
White House, D.C

Sirs:
Heavy is the head that wears hats 

like these.
Queen Elizabeth II 

London, England

Sirs:
We've been writing songs, too, just 

like the fellow in the first letter this 
! month:

Jump doum, turn around, pick a bale 
I of unemployment,

jump doirn, turn around, pick a bale
of welfare.... 

Want to hear more? No?
Disadvantaged Lemon Jefferson 

Watts, L.A.

Sirs:
O.K., O.K., we know what causes 

cancer. But we don't know what causes 
laboratory rats. So we're going to need 
another big federal grant.

Jack the Scientist 
Palo Alto, Calif.

Sirs:
What's green and goes 45 mph? 

Give up? A frog in a Cuisinart'. Wanna 
hear another one? What's black and 
white and green all over? A nun that 
falls into a vat of Cuisinarted frogs'.'. lust 
got time enough for one more.... 
What's small, round, smelly, and 
causes warts? A road stool! And you 
didn't want a Polish pope?

John Paul, Jr.
c/o Vatican Lanes

Rome, Italy
PS. What did Abe Lincoln say after 
the five-day drunk? I freed the what.'.'!.1

Sirs:
As of March of this year, I will not 

be accepting any requests for inter 
vention in sporting events, social 
affairs, school grades, salary or pro 
motion decisions, hairstyles, pet 
health, or any of the other ridiculous 
crap you people beg for. If it doesn't 
concern life or death shove it! I've 
got a whole universe that's falling 
apart so I don't have time to make 
sure you dorks have good ski condi 
tions when you go to Aspen. If you 
don't listen to me, I'll burn your 
house down.

God
Lord of the Universe 

Everywhere

Sirs:
We think your dollar is greatly un 

dervalued by currency traders. We 
like the dollar very much. As a matter 
of fact, our women have found that 
twenty-five to thirty of them rolled 
up make a very good and inexpensive 
tampon.

Yoshoyu Takmuda
Tokyo International Exchange

Tokyo, Japan

Sirs:
Without question, the finest mo 

ment in our journalistic history came 
in the November 13, 1978 issue of our 
publication, People magazine, when we 
scooped the world press and ran a

photo of the inside of Bella A bzug's 
refrigerator. We revealed to the 
American public, for the first time, 
what a fat congress worn an eats, and 
for that we must congratulate 
ourselves.

Time/Life, Inc.
New York, N.Y.

Sirs:
About two years ago I wrote and 

told you what a bubble-brained pig's 
ass I was going to be. This is just to 
remind you, now that I've published a 
book and released my third film, of 
how really right I was.

Sly Stallone 
Hollywood, Calif.

Sirs:
What do you suppose women really 

smell like? I mean, from birth. 
They can't reaiK' smell like Charlie or 
Jontue. I suspect that underneath it 
all they smell like little kittens.

Hank Gerb;ich 
Florida City, Tenn.

Sirs: ' .
If you don't mind, it's not my "en 

vironment" it's my house. Don't call 
it my "space" it's my office. You may 
have a "booty"-! have two buttocks. 
I'm not writing this at my "charming 
anachronism" it's an old desk my 
uncle gave me. Now kindly flip down 
my suit coat collar and get that damn 
spoon away from my nose!

F Howard Littel 
Glencoe, 111.

Sirs:
In my book, The 100: A Ranking of 

the Most influential Persons in History, I 
left out a few of you fellas. You under 
stand, don't you?

Michael H. Hart 
Trinity University 
San Antonio, Tex.

Sirs:
I just love them premixed cocktails 

in the bottle. Now if only they could 
fit a dinner and a fuck in there we'd be 
all set, wouldn't we?

Fred W Troy 
Winter Park, Colo.

Sirs:
I don't want to be walking in your 

neighborhood at night! No way! Man, 
I'd be afraid some white dude'd come 
outta his house and turn the sprinkler 
on and get my threads wet! Or maybe 
some crazy white kid come flying 
across the lawn in some damn jeep 
and splash mud on my new shoes. Or

continued
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1,247 times a second this motor checks itself
for perfect speed... .

How It wort i:
Built into the RD5350 motor is a 68 pole

t.icho generator lhal produces a series of
pulses proportional In the motor speed. In
the Phase Locked Loop integrated circuit,
(hese pulses are compared with the signal

from the precision reference oscillator
(\2-\fi.l Hz). If even a single pulse is found

to be slightly out of phase, power to the
motor is adjusted by a second integrated

circuit lo restore synchronization. This
process takes place independent of

fluctuations in load or AC line voltage.

Ift:Mfc.
^

DC txi*er

Tacr*5 
gsneieam 
oulDui

CON

JXTLJl

ruin.

TO mater

-I 1
Pcmer 
control

1C

1

PltSM

Ptiaie Lockto Loop 1C

so you'll never hear anything less than 
perfect sound from this Sanyo Tape Deck.

ANVO

The new Sanyo RD5350 Dolby cassette deck 
has one of the most advanced drive motors ever put in a 
tape machine.

It's a new frequency generator DC motor with 
Phase Locked Loop speed control servo that actually 
checks and corrects for even the most infinitesimal 
speed variations 1,247 times every second!

This hair-splitting accuracy helps give the RD5350 
one of the lowest wow & flutter figures in the industry: 
0.04% WRMS. And lets the drive system ignore line 
voltage fluctuations, and breeze right through even 
"sticky" cassettes without missing a beat.

Naturally, the RD5350 has one of the most rug 
ged, precision tape transports available today and high 
performance electronics. As a result, you get superior 
specs like 3047,000 Hz response (±3dB, CrQ2 tape)

LOAD TORQUE «i WOTOB SPEED

and 64dB S/N ratio with 
Dolby. Which is more Hz 
and less noise than you'll 
find on the discs and broad 
casts you tape. 

You also get advanced features like 3 peak- 
indicating LED's (0, +3, and +6 VU), separate input 
and output level controls, a Record Mijte button for 
erasing short sections of tape, and a timer standby fea 
ture for taping programs when you're not around.

You'd probably expect to pay a bundle for a deck as 
sophisticated as the RD5350. But thanks to Sanyo's 
integrated manufacturing capability, you can have it for 
only $240.*'

Which may be the most perfect tiling of all about 
the RD5350.

That's life.
'Manufacturer's suggested retail price. Actual price determined by individual dealer. Dolby is a reg. trademark of Dolby laboratories. © 1978 Sanyo Electric Inc., 1200 W. Artesia Blvd.. Complon, CA 9G22Q
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UETTERS
continued

what if one of them mean little Lhaso 
apso dogs come up and bite my ankle. 
No sir, I don't want to do no traveling 
in your neighborhood.

George Johnson, Sr. 
South Chicago, 111.

Sirs:
What the hell is wrong with you 

guys? I mean, bitch; bitch, bitch. You 
sound like a crowd of grandmothers 
in a sales slip snafu at the Lord and 
Taylor wrap desk, for Christ's sake! 
Blow me, suck me, fuck me, give me a 
hand job, touch my ass, lick mo, 
please, please, please! Don't you have 
some work to do? Go clean out the 
garage, organize your wallet, do a 
crossword puzzle, read a book. Just 
get lost for awhile, okay?

A Girl 
Your Bedroom

Sirs:
If someone doesn't shove a fork up 

my ass real soon, it'll be a damn 
shame!

Steve Rubell
Studio 54

New York, N.Y.

Sirs:
"We are the government and we 

request that you give us some photo 
graphs of the girls who work in your 
office naked without their clothes so 
that everything shows. Since we are the 
government this is official, and if you 
don't do it you'll go to jail and you 
won't be allowed to make any more 
magazines.

The Government
332 Plum Court, Apt. 3C

Shaker Heights, Ohio

Sirs:
I'm really sorry about those people 

who drowned trying to use our in 
flatable hats as life preservers. Shit, 
their noses were just inches below the 
surface!

At least the selection of bright 
colors made finding the bodies a snap! 

Eddie Bean 
Banger, France

Sirs:
Just a little note to let you know 

that our tits are all safe and secure, 
snuggly put away for the winter be 
neath layers and layers of cashmere 
and lamb's wool. Our thighs arc pro 
tected by lots of panty hose and

before after

VEGETARIAN TIMES SELF IMPROVEMENT KIT!
You, too, can look and feel better 
with a subscription 10 VEGETAR 
IAN TIMES. One of our subscribers 
writes, "For years, I've had a large 
nose, bushy eyebrows, and a mous 
tache. 1 heard all the jokes ('Just 
'cause you've got a nose like a 
banana, doesn't mean you're one 
of the bunch!'). After trying every 
thing a friend told me it might be my
diet, and turned me on to a copy of VEGETARIAN TIMES. After eating oniy 
one issue, I noticed a drastic change in my appearance. Five issues later, I look 
almost normal, and added five inches to my bust!"

Anyone can improve their appearance with a subscription to VEGETARIAN 
TIMES. The VEGETARIAN TIMES Self-Improvement Kit costs just $9, and 
includes a one-year subscription, a VEGETARIAN TIMES bumper sticker, 
and instructions on how to look better, be healthier, and feel great. Issue after 
issue, we'll provide you with tempting recipes, news, articles, humor and lips 
on how to improve your health. VEGETARIAN TIMES is newsworthy, enter 
taining, and informative. So try a change for the better.. .send for your 
VEGETARIAN TIMES Self-Improvement Kit TODAY!

VEGETARIAN TIMES, DEPT. NL 29 
101 Park Ave. NY, NY 10017

( ) I year $9
( ) Foreign Add $2 per year
{ ) Check Enclosed ( )BilI Me

NAME________________ 
ADDRESS _____________ 
CITY ________________

) 2 years $17

Published Bi-Monthly

( ) 3 years $21

STATE ZIP

"Real Ad"

slacks. Our soft and silky, smooth and 
downy little pussies are swaddled in 
thick winter underpants. Our bodies 
are all put away and you won't sec an 
other thing until summer.

All the Pretty Girls Under
Twenty-five

All Over
Everywhere

Many viewers have trouble telling 
Barbara Stanwyck from Mercedes 
McCambridge in late night movies. 
Well, Barbara has beady eyes and car 
ries a whip, while Mercedes talks like 
a horse and is named after a car. 

1 hope this helps.
Fred Silverman 
New York, N.Y.

Sirs:
Oh, I am so pissed! I really wanted 

the Dodgers to win the pennant or 
the cup or what is it called? The 
World Series! That's it, the World 
Series. I mean, God, the Dodgers are 
so cute! The Yankee guys are like ugo- 
ramal Some of them are bald! Have 
you seen Bill Russell? God, he is the 
cutest! The Yankee guys were really 
shitty guys because every time one of 
the Dodger guys made even just a 
little mistake, the Yankees took ad 
vantage of them, which is really un 
fair because nobody's perfect. Plus it 
was very bad sportsmanship to beat 
guys when they are playing in their 
own city where their parents and 
friends arc watching. That's just 
cheap. They can win all their games in 
New York, but they won't let the 
Dodgers win their games in L.A.

A Dodger Fan 
Chavcz Ravine, Calif.

Sirs:
Is there such thing as diet cocaine? 

I'm really putting on the pounds and I 
can't find cocaine in any of my calorie 
counter books.

Vivian B. 
Key West, Fla.

Sirs:
This may sound awfully silly, but 

when I clonk myself on the head with 
a spoon the sound it makes is a per 
fect A sharp.

Zubin Mehta
New York Philharmonic

New York, N.Y.

Sirs:
Hi! Just one more s-c-x question. 

My boyfriend Brycc told me that the
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penis is cleaner than the mouth. He 
says there arc more germs in your 
mouth than on your penis and right 
under your penis than in just a little 
part of your mouth. My question is, 
Should I be worried about getting his 
penis all dirty with my mouth? He 
says he doesn't mind, but I still feel 
gross getting my germs on his penis.

Sally Sue Sundae
Mr. Clarke's Study Hall

Appleton High School East

Sirs:
[ft had to name my counterpart in 

the animal kingdom, I'd have to say 
it's that wonderful beetle that spends 
his life making little balls out of dung. 

Steve Rubell 
Ten Yards Behind Jackie 

Fifth Avenue

Sirs:
Why all this fuss over Cheryl 

Tiegs, Suzanne Somers, and Farrah 
Fawcett-Majors? They all look the 
same to me.

Dr. Murray "Jack "Weinstein,
Ob.Gyn.

Beverly Hills, Calif.

Sirs:
Remember our song, "Brown 

Sugar"? We never told anyone, but 
it's a song about having sex with a 
woman. Yuck!

Mick and Keith 
On Tour

Sirs:
Do you have any idea how much 

money some men will pay to just look 
at a girl's tits? It would take about 300 
baby-sitting jobs to make as much 
money as Mr. Maloney, my Dad's 
work friend, gave me just to look at 
my tits. I bought so much stuff! You 
know those real cute bellboy hats? I 
got three of those and a pair of boots 
and some shirts at Brooks Brothers. 1 
figure if I show him my butt and my 
front 1 can get enough money to buy a 
horse, and if I keep showing him 
about once a month I'll have enough 
money to take care of the horse that 
I'm going to name Sahara after the 
great desert in Egypt. Neat, huh?

Jennifer Mallory 
Pasadena, Calif.

Sirs:
I'll tell you, if women had seven- 

inch long clits that shot hot mucous, 
your oral sex picture would sure be 
different.

The Women

After you shave 
it off, get it on.

Softly.

SOFT 
AFTERSHAVE

English Leather® Soft After Shave 
treats your face softly. So different 
from after shaves that slap and 
sting! This smooth, moisturizing 
conditioner comforts and soothes 
skin that's sensitive from shaving.

Helps you face up to the harsh 
effects of sun, wind and weather. 
And leaves you refreshingly scented 
with clean, crisp English Leather. 

Wear English Leather.. or wear 
nothing at all.

SAVE 25c
Get 25* off on 
English Leather 
Heavy Duty Hand 
Cream. Leaves a 
man's rough, red, 
chapped hands 
smooth, soothed, 
never sticky. With 
that great English 
Leather scent.

One man, one scent,
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The truth? Hell, that ain't nowhere 
neat's important as a smart way of put 
ting it.  Mayor Roland Butcer

The Pendergast machine, the Dalcy 
organization, and Tammany Hall: 
these big city political juggernaut 
names are familiar to every American 
who reads the front page of the daily 
paper. When one of these big-time 
political machines starts running out 
of control, and subpoenas start shoot 
ing up in the air, and formerly docile 
DA's start laying about with monkey 
wrenches, and great massive gears get 
stripped as smooth as the tires on a   
city school bus it makes news. Some- , 
times the machine goes up like a i 
cuckoo clock into which a grenade ' 
has been backhanded; sometimes it 
grinds on, minus a few parts here and , 
there; but whatever happens, it makes ! 
news. :

This is not necessarily the case in 
Canada. For years, Mayor Roland 
Butter of North Stain, Alberta, has | 
ruled his city as ruthlessly as any of i 
his American colleagues. If the Butter . 
machine the "Butter churn," as it is 
known has a motto, it might well be, 
Rule with a firm hand in a furry mitt. 
Over the years, the churn has been 
accused of taking home office supplies 
from city hall, ripping down oppo 
nents' campaign posters, listening to 
hockey games and other sports events . 
on city time, writing personal letters 
on city stationery, hiring people they j 
know; in short, the whole catalog of J 
abuses we have come to associate 
with big city politics.

Time to Reform the Thwarters
Instead jf 

Thwarting the Reformers?
Such is the campaign slogan of this 

columnist, running against the cor 
rupt Mayor Butter and his slate of 
picked patsies in the upcoming North 
Stain elections. Running on the 
Honest-Up ticket, yours truly pro 
poses to heave Butter out of the j 
mayor's office; and if the last we sec of ' 
him are his kicking Wecjuns sticking ' 
out of a snowbank, I say better off we. I

In keeping with Honest-Up party 
policy, I hereby publish a complete 
list of my assets, holdings, and direc 
torships, and challenge the mayor of 
North Stain to do the same: none.

Not since the Wobblies fielded 
slates in the thirties has there been a 
candidate so free from potential con- 
diet of interest problems as myself. It 
is a known fact that Mayor Roland 
Butter is a partner in Butter Brothers 
Hardware. It is a fact that Mayor But 
ter owns a hunting cabin ten miles 
out of North Stain, where he has re 
portedly been seen playing cards with 
political cvonies, the air thick with 
Tiparillo fumes.

Since equal time laws apply to mag 
azines as well as radio, I am compelled 
to give my opponent a chance to 
"have his say," as he puts it. I only 
wish I could blow my nose on this tis 
sue of lies.

Office of Mayor Butter 
North Stain, Alberta

Sirs:
Thank you for the opportunity to 

"have my say," as you put it in your 
magazine, f was unaware until quite 
recently that one of your "writers" 
was running against me in the up 
coming election. I was unaware we 
had any of same 'round here. J wish 
him every success so few people are 
willing to "pitch in" and do their 
share when it comes to making com 
munity decisions. To tell the truth, I 
will honestly be happy to get back to 
running the hardware store. The 
mayor's job takes an awful lot of

time mostly over seemingly silly de 
tails and offers only token recom 
pense.

Well, I've got to run Margie's 
got a roast in the oven, and I really 
catch you-know-what if I'm late. If 
you're ever in North Stain, be sure to 
drop by and say hello.

Yours sincerely, 
Roland Butter

It should be pretty clear to the 
voters of North Stain what kind of a 
man they have in office. Let's get rid 
of this political idiot.

For Canadians Only
h seems that the appearance of the 

NatLampCo book Slightly Higher in 
Canada has caused some disturbance 
amongst the peeling-footed pundits of the 
$tep'motherla,nd. The editors, Scan Kelly 
and Ted Mann, are totally at a loss as to 
the cause of these subvolcanic mutterings. 
The appearance of the book is quite neat. 
Standard trade paperback, cover azure,and 
beaver rampant.Still, J have hopes that this 
disagreeable petite satori on the part of 
Canada's damaged (or "seared") intelli 
gentsia will settle a long-standing matter 
of disagreement between the aforemen 
tioned Kelly and your humble cringing • 
obsequious. The Jesuit has publicly de 
scribed our great homeland as a "nation 
of nitwits" I take issue. "A nation of nit 
picking twits',' says I. Buy the book. 
(And, by the way, this just off the wires: a 
man in Winnipeg attempted to check a 
sawbuck's legitimacy by biting it, and it 
cost him his caps.) Don't take any Roose 
velt dimes, eh? T.M.

"...The sun sank slowly in the west. Time slowed down to a crawl, 
and there was no reason to hurry. The tortoise kneu- he had time to kill. 
Haste makes waste, he thought...."
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FISHER INTRODUCES
THE RECEIVERS 

THAT LISTEN TO YOU
Ever since 1937, when Fisher 

introduced the world to the first 
high fidelity system, we've been 
constantly looking for ways to 
make sound even better.

One of our biggest improve 
ments came in 1959 with the 
world's first stereo receiver -  
the famous Fisher 500.

Now, we proudly announce 
our latest major advance: the all- 
new RS2000 Studio Standard 
series the receivers that listen 
to you.

Sound the way you like it. 
With the RS2000 series, you're 
not limited to only simple basS

d treble controls like other re- 
ceivers. Instead, you tell the re 
ceiver exactly how you want the 
sound tailored by setting its 
built-in graphic equalizer's 
slide controls. By boosting or 
cutting each of the five equalizer 
controls, you can transform ho- 
hurn sound into the most excit 
ing you've ever heard. You get 
sound that exactly matches your 
taste, your moods, and your 
environment.

Say you want to really feeJ 
the drums on a disco record. Just 
push up the 50 Hz (low bass) 
slider, and you get just the effect 
you want   without disturbing 
the tonal color of voices and 
other instruments. Want to real 
ly bring a vocalist "up front"? 
Add a little 1 kHz (midrange) 
boost. And so on. Jn a few sec 
onds, you can make such a dra 
matic improvement in the 
sound of all your records, tapes, 
and I'M. broadcasts that you 
won't want a receiver without 
this fabulous built-in feature.

There's logic to our front 
panel. Most sophisticated re 
ceivers keep you guessing when 
it comes to operating the con 
trols. Not the Fisher RS2000 ser 
ies. We've engineered a unique 
"Panel Logic" system with an il 
luminated, computer-like dis 
play that tells you at a glance 
what the receiver is set up to do.

The RS20'10, below, has great 
performance specs like superb 
1,7 nV {9.8 dBf) FM .sensitivity, 
and plenty of power (100 watts 
min. RMS per channel, into 3 
ohms, 20-20,000 1 Iz, with no 
more than 0.09% total harmonic 
distortion). Other models are 
available from 30 to 150 watts 
per channel.

Listen to the Fisher RS2000 
series receivers. Once you do, 
you'll never be satisfied with the 
sound of a receiver without an 
equalizer.

The RS2010 is about $700* at 
selected audio dealers or the 
audio department of your favorite 
department store.

For a copy of the new Fisher 
guide to high fidelity, send your 
name and address and $2 to: 
Fisher Corporation, Dept. H, 
21314 Lassen St rv, 3t sworth, 
CA 91311.

.Uue. 
••olely by

The h fidelity.

RS2010

1978 Studio Standard and The first name in high fidelity ate registered trademarks.
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An ijtroon with Mflrie Becloud
by Stephen Birmingham

(After reading "A Sense of Dream." a profile of 
Jeanne Marecw in The New Yorker, Morch 13, 
1978)

Jean-Picrre d'Autain, who 
directed her in La Bonne Fume, 
Patigou!, Je Suis Sincere, }e 
Suis Fatigue, and so many more 

of her noted films, says of the actress 
Marie Becloud, "She is quintessential. 
She has a massiveness to which she 
adds a touch of her own mowe qual 
ities one rarely finds in a single, total 
woman. Whenever we encounter 
each other afrer long partings, 1 am 
transfixed by her mille-fleur eyes." Gas- 
ton Le Sucur, another of Becloud's fa 
vorite directors (Clierbourg, LeHavre. 
Dieppe, and other films in his cele 
brated Channel series), also speaks of 
the eyes, which he calls "irompe I'oeib." 
Le Sueur says, "She scopes before the 
camera. She seems to see it hours be 
fore it has seen her. Then she lifts the 
camera's eye and fondles it like a toy." 
Marie Becloud's American directors 
also try to pin down her elusive qual 
ity. Sidney Krankowd, with whom 
she has made several films (The Smok 
ing Maid, etc.), says,"When I first met 
Becloud she was just a little thing. 
Her earlobcs had just formed. Her 
eyes were in sockets then. She was the 
first actress I had seen who could 
exude, and exclude, kitsch simulta 
neously." To the public, meanwhile, 
she is simply "la belle Marie sans pause''

I am strolling with Marie Becloud 
in the tiny hackberry orchard she has 
created near her beautifully restored 
almshouse in the south of France. 
Suddenly, characteristically, she 
plucks a hackberry bud and crushes it 
against those famous lips that have

known, she insists, far fewer lovers 
off the screen than on, "One must 
taste nature," she says. "Gide knew it, 
too, as did Rousseau. D'Autain 
knows it when he directs me. All art 
is nature, set in time." A horse passes 
us. "I love horses," she says. "But that 
one is gray. It means he is thinking. 
When I am working on one of my 
films, I hold in my mind the picture of 
the gray horse." We pass a small kit 
ten. "I love kittens" she says. "They 
must be small, though. A kitten is a 
part of a village, which is why 1 live 
here. It must go home to its village, 
the kitten. In Paris, the kittens are not 
brave, which is why 1 am so rarely 
there, unless 1 am working on a film. 
"Here" she makes a wide, sweeping 
gesture toward the meadow beyond, 
"here, the green goes down, down to 
the sea, which 1 must have. In the 
mountains, the green goes up, up to 
the top." Suddenly, characteristically, 
she flings herself on the grass. Lying 
there in her pale yellow chiffon dress, 
layered with niching and detailed 
with bursts of fringe at the hem, 
waist, wrists, and elbows (designer 
Chanteclair Le Brun is a personal 
friend), it is hard to believe that she is 
sixty-eight years old, and has starred 
in the same number of motion pic 
tures. "I am superstitious, 1 am Sagit 
tarius, and the numbers must match. 
If 1 have forty [riends, I will buy forty 
pale yellow chiffon dresses. Gauguin 
knew that this was important, too. It 
is like the war."

Back home in the beautifully re 
stored almshouse, Becloud curls on a 
tiny orange hassock in a characteristic 
pose, one arm trailing in a flower pot. 
In the almshouse, we see the extraor 
dinary perfectionism that has charac 
terized her work in cinema.The old 
loft, where the almsmen used to sleep, 
is still there, covered with the original 
straw pallets. Even a few almsmen are 
still here (six by Becloud's last count) 
to complete the verisimilitude. One 
notices, too, her collection of tiny 
objects: paper matchsticks from 
obscure hotels, rare shoelaces, 
trunk keys from all over the world, 
antique mascara brushes, nail parings 
of famous people who are her friends 
(each carefully cataloged and labeled), 
a complete edition of Easter seals. "I 
do not like to talk of my art," she says. 
"My art is boring. Hemingway knew 
that. I am very shy. As a child, I was 
very, very, shy. It is in my mind, my 
shyness, like my art. When ! make a 
film, 1 must cover my mind with tis 
sue paper, like a very small gift,

wrapped for a lover. For many years I 
spoke to no one. Then I spoke to my 
husband, and soon afterward we sepa 
rated. I have one son, who is gone 
now. We speak to each other, usually 
in the summer. It is like the war. The 
war killed many people, you know. It 
is true." Outside can be heard the 
splashing of many fountains in the 
exquisite gardens. Once, character 
istically, she tossed a pair of spectacles 
into one of the fountains, just to see 
the sparkle.

In the kitchen of Mane Becloud's 
house, there is an authentically 
French stove, electrified for conve 
nience. Marie Becloud prepares din 
ner for her cook, her houseman- 
gardener, and myself. She has always 
cooked for her servants, wherever she 
has happened to be. While cooking, 
she whimsically carves a carrot into 
the shape of a tiny balloon, and pre 
sents it to my daughter. "Keep this 
until you are very old," she says, char 
acteristically. We sit down at the au 
thentic table, into the top of which 
someone has carved her monogram. I 
ask what we are eating. "In England," 
she says, "you feed to eat. In France, 
we eat to feed. When I am making a 
film, I cannot eat. It is a conspiracy 
between the artist and the camera. 
Moliere knew this, but he never told 
us. Picasso knew it, and he sometimes 
would speak of nothing else. It was so 
painful for him. It is like the war."

Cautiously, I turn the subject of the 
conversation to Cardin, the new film 
she is making in which she is the 
writer, the director, the producer, the 
set designer, the star, and the property 
man. It is a subject 1 know she is re 
luctant to talk about. "It will not be 
about Pierre Cardin, who is my 
friend," she says. "And it will not be 
about me, though it will have my 
bones. It will be about the war. I see 
two people on a precipice, walking 
closer. One is a man, very old. The 
other is a woman, very young. They 
hesitate. A bell rings. There will be 
rain, I think, because rain belongs in a 
village. Rain in the city has no colors, 
which is why 1 never go to cities. The 
man says something we cannot hear. 
The woman shouts, 'Why are we 
doing this?'The picture will be cut in 
Hollywood, and I will edit, by tele 
phone, from here. Excuse me," she 
says suddenly, characteristically, "I 
must squidge." It is one of her rare 
lapses from perfect English. It means, 
"[ must itch." Gently, character 
istically, Marie Becloud scratches her 
self. "It is like the war," she says. f_J
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"fm Jones? Jim Jones Who?"
PUBLIC FIGURES

DENY CULT
SUPPORT

"To Show Good Faith"

SHAH PROBES
FAMILY, 

ARRESTS SELF

POM'T KNOW 
HIM, AtvlC"! NEVER 
(71P-, ANPI NEVEE

-TO 6TATE FOR -THE PECOKp-THAT 
C?l PN'T KWOVJ TH15 JONES
MAM e^eM WHEN T WAS

LIVING, LET ALONE 
NOW.

EVeK KNOW WHAT 
YOU'RETALKIN6 A£OUT/ I'M 

COMPLETELY

[JUST LAST WEEK 1 PLAC EPMV5ELF 
\ UNPER HOUSEARRE-ST ANP 
x WITH A HOUSE A5 &\&

A number of prominent American po 
litical and social leaders have issued pub 
lic statements denying that they in any 
way supported the People's Temple, a reli 
gious cult involved in murder and mass 
suicide in Guyana recently.

Foremost among those disavowing all 
knowledge of thc< Rev, Jim Jones and his 
organization is First Lady Rosalyiin Car 
ter. The While House has issued a state 
ment reading, in part, "Mrs. Carter 
inadvertently sent the wrong letter to Jim 
Jones in April of 1°77. The letter thank 
ing a 'Jim' for his company and noting his 
comments regarding Cuba was to have 
been mailed to New York Yankee ace Jim 
'Catfish' Hunter. The letter to Jim Jones 
was to have read, '1 disavow anything you 
do or say or are going to do, especially in

Guyana and with grape Kool-Aid.'"
Likewise, HEW Secretary Joseph Cali- 

tano has issued a statement in which he 
disclaims all knowledge ot the cult leader. 
"It was my imprcs-ion that my state 
ments ot support concerned the fine pop 
ular singer Jack Jones. I have never heard 
of Jim Jones, or of Guyana, or of grape 
Kool-Aid."

The late Mayor George Moscone of 
San Francisco, prior to his mm untimely 
dentil, issued a joint statement with thai 
city's former mayor, Joseph Alioto, hold 
ing ihut "it is traditional tor the mayor to 
write a lerter to a 'Jim Jones' in putative 
support ot his activities. Phis is purely a 
symbolic function of the office, and has 
notliing to do with any real Jim Jones, liv 
ing or dead, or Guyana, or grape Kool-Aid."

In an effort to quell mounting civil un 
rest in Iran, Mohammed Ri:;t Pahlavi, the 
Shah ol Iran, has initiated a tull-scale 
government investigation into the affairs 
of his uwn family, the Pahlavis, as well as 
into the Pahlavi Foundation, the Pahlavi 
International Industrial Cartel, Pahlavi 
1. 'niccrsity, the Pahlavi Fund for Corrup 
tion and Torture, and Pah!, the Pahlavi 
line ot cosmetics and skin care products.

In addition, the Shah has announced 
that lie has placed himself under arrest. "I 
intend to be firm with myself," he told re 
porters at a press conference. "I shall im 
mediately institute inquiries concerning 
my ties to my own family, and shall fully 
pursue any leads that may connect me 
wilh the Shah himself, which is me.

"However, let me point out that being 
under arrest does not in itself imply that 1 
am guilty. It may turn out that 1 am an 
unwitting dupe. That 1 had no idea that 
i he corruption and torture and repres 
sion I sanctioned was being carried out.

"One thing is certain: I shall require 
the services of a good, smart attorney. Ac 
cordingly, I have placed a telephone call 
to Jacob Javits. He has agreed to repre 
sent me if his wife says it's okay. And re 
member, he's Jewish!"
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Bemoan "Excessive doziness"
Killers Flee San 
Francisco

A number of prominent psychopathic 
criminals have announced that they are 
leaving the San Francisco-Oakland urea 
in response to what they call "too much 
excessive crazincss and lunatics running 
around in this town."

In a letter received by the San Fran 
cisco Examiner, the person responsible, for 
the so-called "Zodiac killings" has writ 
ten: "First Jim Jones and the People's 
Temple set up shop here and we all 
know what happened to them. Now Mos- 
cone and Milk are killed. I'm >orry, but 
it's too much. I'm moving back to Green 
wich, Connecticut, and pronto."

The references to Mo scone and Milk 
are thought to concern the recent shoot 
ings of San Francisco Mayor George Mos- 
coneand City Supervisor Harvey Milk. 
~ The writer went on to say that his col 
leagues, the- so-called "Zebra Killer" and 
"Stinky" the rapist, share his .sentiments, 
and are also seeking residence elsewhere. 
"Zebra is thinking about moving to 
Omaha, and Stinky wants to go to Cuba."

The letter included a postscript, read 
ing: "If the Skid-Row Slasher and the 
Hillside Stranglcr down in L.A. know 
what's good for them, they'll stay south 
ofCarmel"

"A Growing Menace to Society"

Government Mounts 
Massive War on 
Synanon

The Drujj EnloriA'niem Admiiu-i- 
tnttion ha- announced it will launch a na 
tionwide war on Synanon this summer.

Project Director Dr. Gregory Allman 
stated that the rising number of beatings, 
threats, nuisance lawsuits, attempted 
murders, and other Synanon-related Iv- 
hiU'ior is becoming a major blight on 
American society. "If we can successfully 
rehabilitate those individuals already in 
volved in Synanon activity, as well as ed 
ucate the public as to the untold grief 
experienced by person- who live then- 
lives with ;i so-called 'Synanon on then- 
back,1 I believe the crimes and the vio 
lence will diminish of their own accord'' 
he said.

Allman's first move will be to set up a 
federally funded "Synadone" heroin 
maintenance program, wherein Synanon 
activists may he detained by authorities 
and forcibly readdicted to narcotics. "I'm 
talking about building them back up to a 
scveral-hundred-dollar-a-day habit," Dr. 
Allman said. "Granted, they may burglar 
ize an occasional residence, bur they're 
sure as hell not going to have the energy 
or dexterity to stuff any more rattle 
snakes into mailboxes or drag their critics 
into fifty-mill ion-dollar court battles!'

Advisers "Go to Bat for Jimmy"
Carter Arms Staff for Inflation Confab

WO 
e 

SWITCH-HITTER/

NO, NO. (<eTHE MONEY 
SUPPLY WILL /V&r LOWER INFLATION RATE6., AMP IF
YOU WE JUST 

EACH 0THER APOUNP"
YOUR

HEAP IN/

President Carter has devised an 
"unorthodox" strategy lor dealing with 
the dual problems ot inflation and 
recession.

According to White House spokes 
person Jody Powell, the president has 
given each of his top economic advisers 
a regulation Hillerich and Bradsby 
Louisville SKvg,y\'r H^eball Ku, and in 
structed the team to closet themselves in 
the Pink Room of the White House. The

adviser?, are to debate, discuss, and "hit 
each other on the head" until all or the 
remaining one  of them reach a con 
sensus as to what inflation is, and how to 
deal with it.

"It's about time we made a move like 
this," an angry Powel! told reporters,. 
"The president has ordered those jokers 
to stay in that room and beat the shit out 
of each other until they can agree on how 
to fix the goddamn economy or else!"

Mass Conversion Proposed

Refugees Stranded Aboard Ship

Over 2,COO refugees from Vietnam re 
main stranded aboard their overcrowded 
freighter in Port Klang, Kuala Lumpur, as 
Malaysian and United Nations officials 
argue over their fate. One solution the 
only one acceptable to both sides thus 
far is that the entire boatload of Viet 
namese con vert to JudaiMYi.

"1 hat way we can create a state for 
them," explained one UN official. "Or 
they can go to Israel. Either way. But as it 
now stands, who's going to welcome a 
freighter full of Vietnamese? 1 mean, can 
you imagine a hit movie like Voyage of the 
Damned about a leaky tub ofzipperheads 
gnawing on raw fishtails! Not a chance!'
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Troupes for the Troops

RSO Keeps Army 
Smiling

THANK YOU, 
THANK YOU/AMP
HOW

CTO&HUA NKOMO, HUH?
IPIPNT KNOW PERRY
NKOM0 HAP A 0LACK

PUT

In an effort to root out antigovernment 
guerrilla strongholds and kill as many 
people us possible, Rhodesia has begun 
sending its army into neighboring Afri 
can nations on surprise raids. The troops, 
 all of whom are white, have been sent in 
blackface to avoid detection by black citi 
zens of the other nations who might be 
sympathetic to the guerrilla cause.

Accordingly, the Rhodesian Service 
Organization (RSO) has sent its enter 
tainment, companies into the field in 
similar disguise. It is the RSO's task to 
keep the morale of the soldiers high,

"It isn't easy," sighed Entertainment 
Commander Dirk Hatjkoup. "This is one 
of those quickie, helter-skelter wars, 
where the soldiers are here today and 
gone tomorrow. It's not like the old days, 
where you could dig in for three weeks 
and sing every song Irving Berlin ever 
wrote."

"A Precious Natural Resource"

Conflict Flares 
Between Argentina 
and Chile

Hostility and sporadic outbreaks of 
armed conflict have arisen between Ar 
gentina and Chile chiefly over the juris 
diction of a small, relatively obscure 
group of islands oft the tip of South 
America.

The dispute centers on the Beagle Is 
lands. Much of the controversy appears 
to revolve around which country has 
legal rights to exploit the islands' rich 
supply of" raw beadles.

The dogs abound on all three land for

mations, and comprise fully 8° percent ot 
the world's beagle supply. Well-known 
for their popularity as domestic pets, the 
beagles in both adult and puppy form- 
have many scientific and industrial uses 
as well.

"The world is running out of beagles," 
declared one unnamed spokesperson for 
Chile. "This is n serious situation."

"Toward More Efficient Servke"

New Postal Rules 
Enacted

The Post Office-encouraged by the 
apathetic public reaction to the precipi 
tous rise in postal rates, new require 
ments concerning m ' Q i mum letter sue, 
and the proposed nine-digit Zip code  has 
announced a raft of new regulations, ef 
fective immediately:
1. All postage stamps must be at least 
four inches square and be imprinted with 
phosphorescent numerals readable from a 
distance of not less than fifty !eet.
2. All letters and parcels must be ad 
dressed with 96-point type, similar to 
that used in TV teleprompting.
3. All envelopes must be equipped with 
two sturdy pistol-grip bandies.
4. All outgoing letters and parcels must 
be presented in person at the mailer's -As 
signed postal station.
5. All postal patrons must pick up their 
mail at their assigned postal station.
6. All messages of less than !,000 words 
must be communicated electronically.
7. AH envelopes with windows must have 
thc'ir windows constructed of double- 
strength plate glass, and be marked with 
suitable printed warnings indicating the 
presence of glass.
o. Postage will be sold only at unan 
nounced, irregular intervals; and the 
price of postage will be permitted to float 
to market levels over and above face 
value.
9. All postal service mailboxes will be 
leased to the public for storage, housing, 
or other such purposes as may be consid 
ered useful to the community.

New Alliance Formed

Special Interest 
Groups Unite

Encouraged by their independent suc 
cesses during the recent election, several 
special interest political groups have- 
banded together in a unification of their 
causes.

Members of groups who lobbied 
against gay rights bills, parimutuel bet 
ting at jai alai games, casino gambling in 
Miami, and banning smoking in public 
places have joined forces in a movement 
that will, they hope, eventually result in 
prohibiting gays who do not smoke from 
betting on jai alai games played in Miami 
casinos.

Thus far the movement has encoun 
tered little opposition-

uWhy buy
stereo

through
the mail

Our new catalog has the answers. 
Warehouse Sound's new Fall cata 
log is our biggest ever, with vir 
tually every brand name in com 
ponents. Seventy pages of stereo 
systems, separate receivers, turn 
tables, tape decks, direct-disc 
records and more, much more! 
Auto stereos, multi-channel mix 
ers, microphones, cartridges and 
all at Warehouse-to-your-door pri 
ces. Our new catalog includes 
comparison information and frank, 
straight information on what's 
what in hi-fi this Fall.

Call us at (805) 544-9700 or 
send in your name for a free cata 
log. And if you send us $1 for 
handling charges, we'll rush our 
1979 Spring catalog first class, 
plus the "How to Hi-Fi Guide." 
Write or call today !

"Our free catalog 
will tell you why."

Callus: 
(605)544-9700

Hit 5»c*
I •&&*•+

rf«s<,^ ^
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Transplant Operation Blamed

Elton John Stricken
Rock superstar Eicon John was 

stricken in his home recently and rushed 
to a nearby hospital for what was termed 
a "mystery illness."

There was speculation that the thirty- 
two-year-old singer had suffered a heart 
attack, but it has since been learned that a 
recent hair transplant operation on the 
pop idol and complications following 
that operation were to blame.

According to a physician at the Lon 
don hospital where Elton John was 
rushed for treatment, the hair plugs that 
were inserted into his bare scalp to produce 
a fuller head of hair were improperly 
implanted.

"They were in upside down," the doc 
tor rold reporters, "and they grew into 
his scalp and his cranium and filled the 
inside ot his head with hair."

Amin Vows Revenge

Ugandan Troops 
Invade Tanzania

QOO6A0OO6A, 
VAAHAAHAAAAAAti.il

In a surprise attack, Ugandan troops 
invaded Tanzania last month and occu 
pied almost 1,000 square miles of Tan- 
zanian territory. Ugandan President Idi 
Amin explained the apparently unpro 
voked assault as revenge for a dream he 
had in which Tanzanian President Julius 
Nyererc appeared as a bull elephant, 
made love to Amin's eldest wife with his 
trunk, and then defecated in the rotund 
ruler's ceremonial cocked hat.

"Such insults must be answered," 
Amin told reporters. "MWeio (Swahili 
for both 'bull elephant' and 'tumeseent 
penis,' and apparently a reference to Nyer- 
ere) must apologize."

Meanwhile, in New York, the UN Se 
curity Council voted to dispatch a fact- 
finding team consisting of Kurt Wald- 
hcim, two psychiatrists, and two big 
game hunters armed with tranquilizer 
guns to meet with President Amin and 
try to "sort things out."

Blacks Out, Women In

Minority Shift in Senate
GENTUE-

(V\EN/<3UICKtV, BE
FORE MAN^V^ET^ PACK

SR0APS WALK [(4TO 
A PAR...

WAS A NE6EO, 
MOMMY?

KA£5£PAUM 
Of? |$ £H£ 2VEK AT VJ00P

Experts have perceived what they are 
calling a "significant" shift in the minor 
ity composition of the U.S. Senate fol 
lowing the recent off-year elections across 
the country.

Ostensibly Negro Senator Edward 
Brooke, often referred to as the "whitest 
man in the world," lost his bid for reelec- 
tion in Massachusetts. This brings the 
>um total of black senators in Congress 
to zero. However, the first woman since 
Margaret Chase Smith was elected Nancy 
Landon Kassebaum of Kansas  will face 
the double hardship of being the only 
woman among a Senate ot ninety-nine 
men, and having to take the statements of 
Robert Dole (also from Kansas)

seriously.
News analysts anticipate far-reaching 

changes in senatorial politics as a result of 
these developments. "Blacks no longer 
have someone ol their own race to ignore 
them in the Senate," explained Dr. David 
Lehman of Princeton. "They will now 
have to be content with being ignored by 
a branch of Congress composed entirely 
of white people. But women have much 
to be hopeful about. With Mrs. Kasse- 
baum in there to tease, flirt, wheedle, cry, 
pout, and gab on the phone all day long, 
the girls have a real chance of getting 
some legislation passed to guarantee 
wages for powdering their noses, or what 
ever the hell they want."

Sadat, Others Tempted

Bribery Clouds Mideast Talks

YOWWAMTTHE

HERE,
ANWAR, LETME

6ET UF7 Y£>UCAN HAVE
THE COUCH. NO.NO,

1 WANT YOU TO
HAVE IT.

Sources close to Egyptian President 
Anwar el-Sadat have revealed that he has 
been offered an enormous amount of 
money to withdraw from peace negotia 
tions with Israel. A consortium of Arab 
states allegedly volunteered to make this 
payoff. In what may be a related devel 
opment, Israeli government officials have 
reported finding turkeys, fruit baskets, 
money, and television and stereo equip 
ment on their doorsteps and in their of 
fices. No explanation has been offered lor 
the appearance of these objects.

A spokesman for the Arabs who sup 
posedly put up the Sadat bribe offer and 
who may be behind the Israeli "gifts,"

hinted that well-placed money could play 
a large role in the Mideast peace talks. 
"Even a nice sport coat or a fur can have 
good results," the source told a gathering 
of reporters in Washington.

An aide to President Carter an 
nounced that prior to the Camp David 
peace talks, the president received six 
fifty-yard-line tickets to a Redskins-Colts 
game, and that his daughter, Amy, was 
given a pony and a pinball machine by an 
anonymous source. Included was an un 
signed note reading, "And if Begin hap 
pens to choke on a chicken bone, or 
Sadat falls off a cliff, there's more where 
this came from."
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IS THIS ANY WAY TO
SELL SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE

NATIONAL LAMPOON?
Yes. Because we'd stoop lo anything u> grab your 

attention and loll you how much money you save 
by subscribing instead of' buying our magazine at 
the newsstand price. We know how boring it is in 
read about saving huge gobs of money, so while 
you're staring at the cupcake on ibis page, we'll try 
to make this part as brief as possible.

A one-year subscription is only $8.93. a sav 
ings of $9.05 over the newsstand price. A two- 
year subscription is $11.00. a savings of 
$25.00. Three years is only $l(i.(K), a savings 
of $118.00 over the newsstand price. Save 
$9.05. $25.00. or $3tf.0() on the funniest maga 
zine in the world. Think of how much beer you 
can buy with $38.00! Think of how many downs 
you can buy for $38.00! Think of how much co 
caine you can buy for $38.00!... t'h. well, ac 
tually you can't buy all that much cocaine for 
$158.00 so maybe you'd better just think about 
the beer: think hotc >nnc!i beer wit can buvfor 
$38.00!!

I————————————|
• Money talks, bullshit walks. 
| I'll fill out the coupon and

I save a bundle. 
Your blunl honesty overwhelms me. Here's my 

I check or money order, payable to: 
National lampoon, Dept. 279 635 Madison 

- Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022 
I [""] One-yeai subscription: $8.95 (a savings of 

$9,05 over single copy purchases and $1.00 
over basic subscription price) 

Q Two-year subscription: $11.00 (o savings of 
$25.00 over single copy purchases and 
$3.00 over basic subscription price! 

Q Three-year subscription: $16.00 (a savings 
of $38.00 over single copy purchases and 
$4.00 over basic subscription price)

for each year, add $2.50 for Canada, Mexico, 
and other foreign countries. All checks must 
be payable within continental U.S. or 
Canada. 
Name____

\

I

(please print)
Address. 

City State. Zip

\
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Religious Leader Defies Shah

Shiite-head Remains 
Critical, Obdurate

Ay atoll ah Mohammed Khomeini, 
leader of the Islamic sect known as the 
Shiites, has stated that his opposition to 
the Shah of Iran is "unswerving, even if 
the Shah should don a mask of reverence 
with respect to our beliefs and become 
Shiite-faced"

As titular leader of the Shiite sect, 
Khomeini has issued numerous denun 
ciations of the Shah and his cohorts as 
"no-good Shiite-kickers who would like 
nothing better than to beat the Shiite out 
of Iran."

The Shah has protested publicly that 
he has great admiration for the entire 
panoply of Islamic sects and subdivisions, 
but Khomeini remains skeptical. "That 
man" he says, "does not know a Shiite 
from a Sheinolah."

"Election Rigged"- Rizzo
Martial Law Declared

ALL 
EE

CITY 16 UNPEK Af?- 
E 
IN,

Mayor Frank "Ratso" Rizzo of Phila 
delphia has declared martial law in that 
city following the defeat of an amend 
ment to the city charter that would have 
allowed him to run for a third term. The 
declaration of martial law was made after 
Rizzo allegedly received a tip that Phila 
delphia has been singled out for "guer 
rilla and terrorist activities by subversive 
organizations with mob and drug and 
Communist connections."

The mayor said that he believes the ref 
erendum results were tampered with and 
will seek a second referendum, although 
he said that he believes the "courts are in 
collusion with these terrorists, and also 
with the Russians."

"These people obviously don't want 
Frank Rizzo in office" Rizzo told report 
ers. "They know he's tough on crime, and 
on criminals, and on terrorists, and on 
Russians, and on everybody. So they 
want him out. The courts get paid off, the 
election gets rigged, the water gets pois 
oned with LSD. The press is in cahoots 
with the Cubans; the blacks are planning 
an armed uprising. That's why everybody 
in the city of Philadelphia is under arrest, 
Or martial law. Whatever."

America's Favorite ///ustrator

Norman Rockwell Dies

15 THE AWFUL STUFF 
6EOR6E LINCOLM 
PAINT. AT LEA6TMVWORK 

WA-6 CHEERFUL ANP
HAP PUPPIES 

/-• I \ IN IT/

Konpareil illustrator Norman Rock- 
well creator ol classic magazine and ad 
vertising illustrations of apple-cheeked 
boys throwing snowballs at kindly old 
grandfathers and plump Christmas tur 
keys  died recently at the age of eighty- 
tour.

Rockwell, whoM- paintings often ap 
peared on the cover of the Sutm-Jin1 Eve- 
niii" Post, will be buried in a private 
ceremonv in a cemetery in his hometown 
ot Anywhere, L'.S.A. His body will be in 
terred beside that of his brother, George 
Lincoln Rockwell.

The latter, a longtime figure of con 
troversy, was best known as the militant, 
fanatic, and deranged leader of the Amer 
ican Nazi Party. Norman was always reti 
cent about discussing his brother, but was 
once heard to remark, "I'm just trying to 
do some good to balance off all the bad 
(hat brother George is doing."

Both Norman and George Lincoln had 
been estranged from their third brother, 
International, who founded the multi 
national armaments and aviation corpo 
ration that bears his name, albeit in 
inverted form.

Reactor Reaction "Unfortunate"
Austrians Turn Thumbs Down on Atom 
Plant
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THE 
OPPORTUNITY 
OF A HALF- 
LIFETIM&.'

Last month the Austrian people voted 
to prohibit the opening o( a S150 million 
nuclear power plant, construction of 
which had just been completed. Austrian 
Chancellor Kreisky termed the decision 
"shortsighted," then blamed the "whole 
silly situation" on a secretarial error.

Kreisky claims to have dictated a 
memo several years ago calling first for a 
public referendum on the building of the 
power plant, and [lien for the appropri 
ation of funds for its construction.

Unfortunately, the paragraphs dealing

with these matters were reversed by the 
statesman's secretary, Ms. Rosa Beanhof- 
ter, and the power plant was built before 
the plebiscite was taken. When the Aus 
trian people voted no on the plant, Chan 
cellor Kreisky began deducting the cost 
of construction "little by little" from Ms. 
Beanhorler's weekly check.

Ms. Beanhoffer reportedly intends to 
burn down her partially-paid-for power 
plant for the insurance money, then to 
ask the Austrian people to approve the 
action in a newspaper poll.
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See Rubber Lips Connection

Flynt Empire 
Executive Shot

A vice-president of Leisure Time Prod 
ucts, the mail-order sex products division 
of Larry Flynt's Hustler magazine empire, 
was wounded by gunshots outside his of 
fice last month. The shooting was the 
third attack in as many months on Flynt 
executives.

Preliminary police reports have linked 
the incident to a bloody marketing war 
currently raging over a best-selling Lei 
sure Time product a vinyl reproduction 
of a female mouth, designed to receive 
and stimulate to climax the purchaser's 
penis. The product, called a Pucker- 
Sucker, is competing with several other 
such machines in the ninety-million-dol 
lar vibrating mouth market. A Flynt 
spokesman, who asked not to be identi 
fied, said that the executive was gunned 
down to frighten Leisure Time out of the 
marketplace. "But we're not quitters," he 
insisted. "They've turned this thing into 
a moral issue now, a matter of principle, 
and we're going to stick it out."

"Eignty-«/ght Days of 
Dfctastefufness"
N.Y. Newspaper 
Strike Ends

The strike affecting all of New York's 
major daily newspapers has ended after 
eighty-eight days. Media experts are only 
now beginning to appreciate its 
ramifications.

"It's amazing how crippled a city can 
become when deprived of its newspa 
pers," remarked Prof. Helen Fredericks of 
Philadelphia's Annenberg School of 
Communications. "For more than twelve 
weeks, the bottoms of bird cages went 
unlinect. Fish were wrapped in whatever 
paper substitute was ready-to-hand. Pup 
pies went unhousebroken by the 
hundreds.

"And things were no better in the sub 
urbs. Newsboys were forced to throw 
magazines in bushes, puddles, and onto 
roofs. We can only be grateful that the 
strike ended in time to provide news 
paper for all the dozens of stupid papier- 
mache pifiatas that will be made by ele 
mentary school classes for Christmas."

"An Incredible Woman, An 
Incredible Scientist"

Margaret Mead Back 
onthe Job

Margaret Mead, noted anthropologist, 
cultural critic, lecturer, and indefatigible 
scientific gadfly, has arisen from the dead 
and resumed her research and public 
speak ing activities.

Dr. Mead had apparently died of cancer 
recently at the age of seventy-six. Ar 
rangements for her funeral had been com

pleted, and eulogies from the scientific 
world had been pouring in from all over 
the "lobe.

"She's incredible, simply incredible" 
marveled Dr. Steven Jacobs of the Uni 
versity of Pennsylvania's Department of 
Anthropology. "When Malinowski died, 
he just laid around and started decom 
posing. But not Maggie. She jumped up 
and started doing push-ups!"

"Oh, piffle," was Dr. Mead's only re 
sponse. "The Kapauku Papuans and the 
Tuvaluans have been dying and coining 
back for centuries. Americans can be so 
silly sometimes."

Accolade Long Overdue

Isaac Bashevis Singer 
Wins Nobel Prize

u

Isaac Bashevis Singer has won the 1978 
Nobel Prize for something. No one is sure 

  for what.
His citation from the Nobel Awards 

Committee reads, "Because of his lifelong 
devotion to the domestic arts, particu 
larly for his invention of the sewing ma 
chine, the Committee awards its 1978 
prize for inventions to I. B. Singer." How 
ever, later on the citation reads, "It is for 
this reason that he has singlemindedty 
and with great dedication championed 
the art of basUevis singing both in his na 
tive land and around the world that the 
Committee awards its 1978 prize for sing 
ing to Isaac, the Bashevis Singer."

Mr. Singer was pleased and, typically, 
self-effacing. "Well, I really didn't do 
those things," he said. "But I must have 
done something to deserve the prize, so 
thank you very much."

Who buys 
stereo

through 
the mail

262,170 people 
like you.

And they all have one thing in 
common. By calling us or sending 
in our coupon, they received the 
free Warehouse Sound catalog fea 
turing virtually every brand name 
in components. Seventy pages of 
stereo systems, separate receivers, 
turntables, tape decks, direct-disc 
records and more, much more! 
Auto stereos, multi-channel mix 
ers, microphones, cartridges and 
all at Warehouse-to-your-door pri 
ces. Our new catalog includes 
comparison information and frank, 
straight information on what's 
what in hi-fi this Fall,

Call us at (805) 544-9700 or 
send in your name for a free 
catalog. And if you send us $1 
for handling charges, we'll rush 
our 1979 Spring catalog first class 

plus the "How to 
Hi-Fi Guide." 

Write or call 
today.
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MENTHOL 8 mg. "tar". 0.6 mg. nicotine, FILTER: 9 mg. "tar", 
Q.7 mg. nicotine, aw. per cigarette. FTC Report MAY '78. Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

5 Real

Oafy 
9mgtar.

"Reals got dynamite taste! 
Strong...more like a high tar.

The strong tasting low tar.
Z 1978 R. J- Reynolds Tobacco Co.
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© 1978 TDK Beclionics Corp

If music is an important part of 
your life, you probably spend a 
good deal of time listening in 
your car, as well as at home. 
Unfortunately your car was 
designed for transportation, not 
music. Because of its peculiar 
shape and size, its soundproofing 
material, the constant noise level 
of traffic, wind and motor, and the 
practicality of speaker placement, 
the high frequency sounds of 
music you hear at home are 
absorbed or obliterated. Without 
those highs, your music sounds 
dull and lifeless.

The TDK AD cassette overcomes 
the problems created by this un 
friendly acoustic environment. AD

jams. And its hot high end lets your 
music come alive at 55.

TDK Electronics Corp., Garden 
City, NY 11530

has a hotter high end than any 
pure ferric oxide tape. And AD is a 
normal bias cassette you can use 
it in any car stereo.

If you listen to rock, AD will 
restore the edge and presence that 
makes that music exciting. If you 
listen to classical music, 
AD will reinforce the 
critical overtones that 
make an oboe sound 
like an oboe and not 
like a clarinet.

AD has a super 
precision mechanism 
(backed by a full life 
time warranty*) that 
eliminates cassette __ 
jams during traffic We make you feel at home on the road.

TDK
*ln the unlikely event Ihal a TDK audio cassette ever tails lo perform due to a defect in materials or workmanship, simply return it ID TDK or to your local dealer for a free replacement.
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The theme of this issue of the 
National Lampoon is "Hetero- 
sexuality." Now, we realize that we 
have a certain number of non- 
heterosexual readers, and this 
issue is not likely to be of much in 
terest to them any more than a 
"Sports" issue would be to the 
bookworms or "Wonderful Arab 
Pals" to the yidzo who's our senior 
editor. Therefore, we've inserted 
this special "Gay Page" to give the 
homophilic segment of our au 
dience a little something to do 
while their pussy-pushing buddies 
leer, snort, and make rude noises 
at the back of their throats while 
pawing through the ensuing nude 
shots.

THE ACT/
Andy Warhol's latest portrait subject
is Indira Gandhi. "She's very 
famous," he says of the ex-prime 
minister of India, "very, very 
famous."

Warhol's new silkscreen portraits of In-
dira Gandhi, on exhibit at Le Gallerie 
La, 635 Madison Avenue, in New York.

Gossip
Allan Carr is still miffed...Lee Rad- 
ziwill has been absolutely furious 
lately...Barry Diller is angry...Diana 
Vrecland is in a positive snit 
...Marisa Berenson is mad as any 
thing... Sue Mengers is most cer 
tainly irate...Calvin Klein couldn't 
be more annoyed... Angela Lansbury 
is fuming...Bianca Jagger and Tony 
Perkins are piqued...Bill Blass was 
actually snarling with rage... Rex 
Reed is sulking...Robert Stigwood 
went off in a hufT.

Interior Decoration
Halston's townhouse by Andre Plummet.

High-Tech It's a perfect complement 
to the free but formal, easy yet ele 
gant life-style of the very late seven- 
tics. Everyone's wild for the look and 
no one does it better than Andre 
Plummet, who's just finished decora 
ting Halston's New York townhouse.

Terrific New Bars
With atmosphere that screams
masculinity:
Mabk and Bill's
5787 E. 18 Street
Dayton, Ohio

Elks Lodge #36700 
34340 Maple Road 
Lincoln, Nebraska 
(Members only)

Westside Lanes
4001 Westside Drive
Lancaster, Pennsylvania

Hot New Place to Go
To relax, unwind, meet attractive, at 
tractive people: The Ozarks.

Everyone Is...
Wearing plaids, plaids, plaids 
...Buying all their shoes from L.L. 
Bean...Growing long, long, skinny 
sideburns... Smoking Tiparillos con 
stantly... Learning to mow lawns 
... Splashing on oceans of Old Spice 
after-shave... Buying great big camp 
ers football on TV 
... Getting jobs in a Chevy plant.

"I did the living room in Springfield 
vertical turret lathes," he says, "with 
Cushman boring mills and Havig 
surface grinders, and set them all off 
with these perfect little drop forges I 
found in Jersey City. I think rhc ef 
fect is just right."

IVMUS
Rinalto Fleuve's unconstructed linen 
jackets were such a hit in Paris and 
New York last season that he's been 
inspired to bring out a complete line 
of unconstructed shoes. "They're 
loose, they're casual, and yet they 
have a certain wry sophistication," 
says Fleuve. "I love this mad, dash 
ing, great big floppy look in men's 
shoes, don't you?"

FleuveFeete*Footwear in cotton or wool, 
$60 to $90, at better men's stores.
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MEN'S LIFETIME HETEROSEXUAL SCORE SHEET

Totals (Xerox this section to produce yearly updates)

I. PRIMARY TOTALS

A. Number of women you have had any kind of sex with 
(you musi have achieved orgasm lor the act to count). 
(Norm = .5 per year, puberty through age seven teen; 10 per year of 
single lilc thereafter; 3 per year of married life: 5 per ycaroi living 
with girl friend):
(Space for the complete list nl tlieir names has been provided al 
the bottom ol this Score Sheet.)

B. Women you have had vaginal intercourse with 
(Non-n=W11 oof/..A):

C. Received haiid jobs I mm (Norm = 80(li)of/../I., until age 20:40(1i-of 
/...4.,lliervaller):

D. Received blow jobs trom (Norm = eO<Iiiol I.. A., if circumcised; 
50'oitnoi):
1. Swallowed il (Norm =40%ol /., D.):
2. Spit it out (Norm = 350« ot /.. D. ) .
3. Pulled head away at last moment (Norm =25"o<ji/..D.):

E. Anal intercourse with (Norm = 20% of /..A):
1. Got "into it" (Norm = 20",.ol/../;):
2. Made you slop (Norm -20",xil I., /-'.):

3. Waited till later to tell you how much they hated it 
(Norm = 60°nol/.. E.):

E Performed or allowed all acts described in /., B., C., D., and E 
(Norm = 15°r, of I., A.):

n. SECONDARY TOTALS

A, Number ol women you have performed cunnilingus on 
(Nt)rm = 600ool/..B.>:

B. Women you have performed anilingus on (Norm = 20"o of //., A):

C. Women who have performed anilingus on you 
(Norm = 20»o of/.,/>.):

D. Women you have fingered (Norm = I05*ool /.. A):

E. Bare breasts you have touched (Norm = 2\140% ot /,. A.):

F. Illegitimate children (Lifetime norm =.8):

G. Abortions paid for(l,ik-iime norm =3.2):

H. Cherries popped (Norm = 2°ool I..B.):

Basic Experience Checklists

III. BEGINNER'S BASIC EXPERIENCE CHECKLIST
(Norm -98"ocompletion by ajje twenty)

V. ADVANCED BASIC EXPERIENCE CHECKLIST
(Norm = 70",i compk'Iion hv aye thiilv-iive)

A. KISSING D

B. FRENCH KISSING
1. Your tongue in her mouth D
2. Her tongue in your mouth LJ

C. FEELS ABOVE WAIST
]. Over sweater EH 

\ 2. Under sweater, over blouse LJ
3. Under blouse, over bra LJ
4. Under bra D

D. NIPPLES SUCKEDd

4. With lubricant D

H. SEXUAL INTERCOURSE
1.You on top 

a. Spread-eagle LJ 
b. Legs around your back D 
c. Legs around your neck LJ

2. Doggie style 
a. On hands and knees LJ 
b. On knees and elbows d

E. FEELS BELOW WAIST
1. Outside pants or skin LJ
2. Inside pants or up skin, but outside 

paiilicsD
3. Inside panties LJ
4. Finger in vagina LI

F. SHE FEELS YOU
1. Outside pants LJ
2. Inside pants, outside underwear LJ
3. Inside underwear 

a. Just touches il LJ 
b. Really grabs ilD 

(Seclil.,C.,heh»') 
c. Grabs balls, looLJ

G. HAND JOBS
1. One-handed D
2. Two-handed D
3. Without lubricantCJ

3. Her on top 
a. Prone D
b. Fronl-l'acingsquaiD 
c. Rear-lacing squat LJ

4. Standing 
a. Face-to-face LJ 
b. Fron(-lo-back LJ

5. Sealed 
a. Face-lo-lucel 1 
b. Front-to-back D

6. Rear enliy. woman prone LJ

7. Side-by-side 
a. Face-to-face LJ 
b. Front-to-back LJ

8. Over the edge ol the ocu or 
other piece of! umilure 
a. Face up LJ 
b. Face down LJ

A. SEX AIDS
1. Ribbed condom d
2.Cockringd
3. French tickler 

a. She laughed d 
b. She did noi laugh d

4. Vibrator 
a. Electric

i. "Button" typed
ii. Swedish hand typed 

b. Battery-operated
i. On herd
ii. In herd
iii. On you LI
iv. Inyoud

5. Diido 
a. By herd 
b. By you

i. In vagina d
ii. In rectum d

6. Nipple clips Ll

7. Rubber "ihings'd

8. Leather "ihings" d

9. Knotted hankie d

B.
IV. INTERMEDIATE BASIC EXPERIENCE CHECKLIST

(Norm -85lho completion In agelweniv-live)

A. CUNNILINGUS
1.Clilsuckd
2. Vaginal longuc-plumb d
3. Rtghl al ler intercourse LJ
4. During period LJ

B. FELLATIO
1. To orgasm 

a. Semen swallowed HJ 
b. Semen noi swallowed d

2. With manual aid LJ
3. Useof teeth

a. Bvaccidentd 
b. On purposed

4. Mouth lull of ice cubes d
5. Mouth full ol hot eolleed
6. Hum jobd
7. Deep throat D

C. TOES SUCKED
1.YoursD
2. HcrsD

D. YOUR NIPPLES BITTEND

RESTRAINT
1. Blind! old 

a-YottQ 
b.HerD

2. Bondage
a. You

i.HandsD 
ii. Feet LJ 
iii. Both D

b. Her
i. Hands D 
ii. FeetD 
iii. Both D

c. You, tied to: 
i. Betid

ii. Chair LJ 
d. Her, tied to:

i. Bed
A. Face up D 
B. Face down D

ii. Chair D
iii. Door frame D
iv. Special hooks in the 

basement wall D

3.GagD

C. DISCIPLINE
1. She beats you with a whip D
2. You beat her with a: 

a. Whip D 
b. Cane LI 
c. HandO 
d-H airbrush D 
e. Paddle Q

3. You earned
4. She earned

D. CONDIMENTS: Which ol the 
following have you used dining 
sexual relations and then ealen?
1. Whipped cream D
2. Wined
3. Champagne d
4. Grapes d
5. Flavored douched
6.Cucumberd
7.BananaO
8. Ice cube Kiiher ihan in IV.. 

\B..4..uh<n'L>) D

E. MASTURBATION 
1. You watched herd 
2.Shcwalchcdyinid 
3. You bolh watched each 

oilier D

TICKLING
1.YouD
2. Herd

GOONTONEXTPAGE
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Secondary Experience Checklists
VI. DATING VIII- LOCATIONS

A. Took date to burlesque show d
B. To pom flick D
C. GavbarD

D. GayponiflickD
E. Swinger's club d
F. Nude encounter groupd

VII. FEMALE TYPES YOU HAVE HAD SEXUAL RELATIONS WITH:

A. Elhnic background
1. While 

a. Catholic
i. Irish d
ii. kali an LJ 

b. Pn He si ant
i. Richd
ii. White irashD 

c. Jewish
i. WhinybilcliD
ii. Sensitive aliruisiLl

2. Spanish
a. Puerto Ricand
b. Mexican D 

i. Whore D 
ii. Cheap whored

3. Oriental 
a Japanesed 
b.CliineseD 
c. Vietnamese d

i. UndcrlourteenD
ii. Under lend

4. Black
a. Dangerous d 
b. Overassimilaledd

5. American Indian 
a. Actually an Indian d 
b. Might realK have been 

Jewish d '
6. Any woman (not a prostitute) 

who spoke no English and 
whose language you did 
nolspeak d 

B. Lile-slylc
1. Cocktail waitress d
2. ProMiiule 

a. Paid d 
b. Didnoipayd

3. Lesbian 
a. Femmed 
b. Bull dyked

4. Nurschvhik1 vouwori1 
hospiiiiliA-tllU

5. Teacher lo\\n-piv>em or 
!i»rmer)d

6. Actress 
a. Real actress D 
b. Loeal dinncrthcatcr 
actressd 
c. Pom actress d

7. Professional mode) 
a. Sell-supportingd 
b.Sc!i-dcscribcdd

8. Professional athlete 
a. Gymnast d 
b. Nolagymnastd

9. Boss (yours ;u ik- iiim-)d
10. Radical feminist d
11. Cop

a. Meter maid d 
b. Rcailadyeopd 
c. Undercover agenld

12.Junkied
13. Stewardess 

a. On ground LJ 
b. In aird

14. Crazy gir)
a. While instilulionatizedQ 
b. After insthutiiinali/.at ion d 
c. When she should have been 
institutionalized d

15. Poetess
a. Unpublished d
b. Published d
c. Crazier than VII.. B.. 14., a.,
«/JOlt' d

16. Student (own icachm only) d
17. Religious fanatic 

a. Moonied 
b. HarcKrishnad 
c. Jehovah's WilnessLJ 
d.Nund

18. Member of the aimed forces 
a-WACd 
b.WAVEd 
c. Air Forced 
d. Marincsd

C. Physical attributes
1.Tall

a.0ver5'10"d 
b.Ovci-6'd 
c.0ver6'4"d

2. Short (nihi-r than V1L C., 13., <»

A. Kitchen d

B. Bathroom 
1. Shower d 
ZTubd 
3. Against sink d 
4.0nloilelD

C. Li\ ring room
1. Floor d
2. Furniture d

D. Yard
1.Fronld
2. Back d

E. Balconv or airing deck 
1. DayD 
ZNightd

F. Garage
1. Door up d
2. Door down d

G. Car
1. While parked d
2. While you were drivingd
3. While she was driving! ]

H. Church D

J- Public rest room
1.Mensd
2. Women's D

K. Bus
1.Greyhoimdd
2.CiiyD"
3. School d

L. Airplane d

M. Cemetery d

N, ParkD

O. In a treed

P. On a beach d

0. Inihewoodsd

R. In ihe water 
I. Fresh water d 
2.Saltwalerd3. Pool n
4. Hoi tub d 

S. In Uicsnowd 

T. Inihesaunad

U. Department store dressing 
room D

a Under 5'd
b. Under 4' 10" diver seventeen 

vuai>. old) 1   I
3.Fal

a.OverI75lbs.d 
b. Over 200 IbsJU
c. Over 250 Ibs.D

4. Skinnv 
a.Und'er901bs.d
b. Under 75 Ibs.d

5. Hahy
a Lcgsd 
b. Underarmsd 
c. Faced
d. a., b., and c .. plus stomach
and ass (<;hci:k VI!.. C. 19.. Mw)

6. No hair
a. Shaved pubisd 
b.Slvledpubisd
c.Baldd

7. Tits 
a.Huge(over40D)d 
b.Tiny(Liiiiler30A)O

8. Huge ass (m cr liltv inches 
wkk-jd

9. Tauoos
aObscened
b. Nol obscene d

10. Blind d
11. Deal d
12. Dumb d 
13. Midgel D
14. Dwarf d
15. Crippled d 

a. ArmsLJ
b.Legsd 
c.Bothd

16. Disfigured
a. Face LJ
b.Bodyd

17. Deformed
18. Amputee

a. Single D
b. Doubled
c. Triple LJ
d. Basket cased

19. Transsexual

I. Ofliee(y<juro\vn} 
1. During business hours LJ
2. A Her work d

V. Movie theater 
1. Drive-in D
2. \oi a drive-in d

IX. SITUATIONS

A. While others could sec you but
didn't know what was going 
ond

B. Wilh her parents in the nexl
room D

XI. DURATION

A. Immediate orgasm alter age 
twenty- live LJ

B. Orgasm withheld more than 
thirty minutes before age
twenty-lived

X. FREQUENCY

A.

B.

More than 1 our times in a day
(alk-ragi-memy-lii-old

More than six times in a day 
(Ix/toix-agem-emy-liveld

C. More than three dill'erem
women in twenty-four hours LJ

D. Mure than two ejaculations 
without withdrawal d

XII. RESPONSE:
WHICH OFTHE FOLLOWING RESPONSES HAVE

YOU ELICITED THROUGH
SEXUAL ACTIVITY?

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

Cood

Moan D

Groan D

Gruntd

Scream d

Sweat d

Loved

H. Gagging d

I. Failing d

J. Crying d

K. Bleedingd'

L. Prayer D

M. Sleep D
 

N. Suicide I rircal d

xni. GROUP SEX
A. One girl and twoguvs

t. One at a lime 1_1
2. Boih ai once

a. You in vagina d

b. Youinanusd
c. You in mouth d

B. Two girls and you
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1. Girls liad lesbian relations D E. Giuupgroped 
2. Girls did not have lesbian .-_. 

rclalionsG F- Chislerlui:kLJ

C. Swapped wife/girl I'ricndLl 

D. Mazolapaityd

XIV.

A. Your mom I  I 

B. Yoursislerd

G. Gang bang 
I.Al head ol' lined 
2. Al end of lined

VOYEURISM

C. Your roommate and his girl 
Int-ndd

D. Neighborhood window 
peeking LJ

XV. DRUGS: WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE 
OF WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING DRUGS HAVE YOU 

HAD SEXUAL RELATIONS?

A. Marijuana d 

B. Alcohol d

C. Cocaine d

D. QuaaludesQ

E. Speed d 

F. Downs d 

G. LSDD

H. MDAD 

I. PCpd

J. Mescalined

K. Peyoted

L. Opium d 

M. Amyl Nitrate D 

N. Glued

Bizarre Disgusting Illegal Checklist
(Wanting: A check mark next to any of the following may be used against you in a coun of law) 

XVI. IMMORAL OR UNAESTHETIC ACTIVITIES

A. Scatology 
1. Golden showered 
2. Brown showers d 
3. Glass plate jobd

4. EnemasO C. Fool fetishism d
5. [nianiilismd r* i- r~i D. FnmageLJ

B. Transvestism d E. Exhibitionism d

F. Child molestation O 

G. RapcD

The Names of All the Women You Have Ever Slept With

1.

2.

(Attach additiunal sheets, il' necessary)

3tl. «

3 31 V)

4

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

II

12

13.

14

15.

16.

17

18.

W

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

32.

33

34.

35.

.36.

37.

38.

39.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

fin

M

fi,

64

A6

68

7ft

71

7?

73

74.

7S.

76

77

7fi

79

RO,

81

27,

54.

55.

56. «4
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Time is on their side
THEDOO

Minute By Minute, the new Doobie Brothers
album, adds up to 35 minutes, SS seconds of

the most expert playing in contemporary rock.

Time-tested. Dependable. Built to the highest
standards of excellence. Get time on your side.

Hear the unbeatable hum of precision-engineered rock.

The Doobie Brothers. Minute By Minute.
Produced by Teddy Templeman. 

On Warner Bros, records and tapes.

BRUCE COHN MANAGEMENT, INC
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MARRIED SEX
by John Hughes

It's a smorgasbord for you single guys, but for us 
happily married.s it's meat loaf everv night. We've got 
the obvious benefits of married life (freedom to go bald 
and fat, free food and laundry service, kids to run er 
rands), but you fellas have the waterbeds and the 
airline stews. Unless you're cursed with some sort of 
fearsome face or dangerous personality quirk, you 
probably see a new set of knockers every week, or at 
least every month. What you take for granted, we mar- 
.ried humps only dream about having a blond pubic 
hair from your soap bar, the feel of tiny, silky under 
pants, a drop of sweat from the chest of a girl under 
twenty-five.

I don't want to dry-rot the sacred institution of mar 
riage or incur the wrath of the thousand pisscd-oflE 
neighbor ladies, but I must level with the reader Verv 
Married Sex is a different game.

Very Married Sex begins shortly after the fourth 
wedding anniversary (sometimes earlier for <juvs who 
marry cute little honeys with big lungs that go blimpo

right after the l-dos) or upon the birth of the first child. 
The romance drains off, the bodies change, and  let's 
face the music if you're an average guv, vou've poked 
the same gal about 600 times in four vears, and in 
man's entire history he has come up with no more than 
thirty sexual positions.

The problem is compounded by the fact that deep 
down, women don't reallv like to fuck. Oh sure, thev 
do it and it tickles and they feel all warm inside, but 
given the choice of a trashy "Movie of the Week," a 
good night's sleep, or a telephone c«dl and you can hold 
it yourself for all she cares. Women fuck when they're 
young because if they don't they sit home on weekends 
and never get married. But once the knot is tied and 
the groove is established, those heated thighs freeze 
over.

The Very Married man has two options. He can di 
vorce the bone pile and pav and suffer and have a 
breakdown and die a lonely drunk, or stav married 
and make do with what he has.

VERY MARRIED SEXUAL POSITIONS
Rear-Entry Television Position Mother-in-law Phone Position The library Position

SWAPPING
Just a quick word about swapping  

stay away from it. It is more depress 
ing than anything you am do >hort of

going to visir old relative in the nurs 
ing home. You drink a lot and play 
nude Monopoly or whatever, ;md 
then you just sit there. You and four 
or five other fat, naki-d fjuys with

; hard-ons looking at tour or five fat, 
worn-down women trying to cover 
their stretch marks. Acres ot pulx-*, 
nipples, guts, and asses. Believe im- 
when I tt--ll vou. ir 1 ^ better rotry;md
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steal a peek down a blouse than look 
at the whole unabridged mess sitting 
in a heap on your family carpet.

HOW TO TALK 
YOUR WIFE INTO 
PERFORMING 
ORAL SEX

When it comes to oral sex, the Very 
Married woman is a terminal lockjaw 
case. It takes a clever and persistent 
man to get her to say aahh! 
1. Beg, wheedle, plead, moan, 
groan, and whine. It will become a 
war of wills. You have to play it fine; 
the object being to have her grab it in 
disgust and perform the dirty deed to 
shut you up.

2, Perform cunnilingus. If you can 
get your head under the covers, up 
the flannel nightie, between the 
thighs, and connect with the magic 
button and hold it for twenty sec 
onds, she will go into a sexual over 
drive and will have no control over 
her body or her passions, and you can 
pull the old switchyard on her and 
creep and crawl around and flop the 
hoagie in her face and hope she feels 
obligated to chomp.

3. Wine and dine and flowers and 
affection and romance. The object is 
to endear yourself to her enough so 
that it will! counteract the gag reflex. 
You must start at least a week in ad 
vance. Send flowers with a charming . 
note. Be wonderful around the house. 
Suppress your anger, your pride, your 
dignity, and all those other things that 
get in the way of a peaceful relation 
ship. Listen to her, talk to her. At 
week's end, take her out for dinner, 
booze a little (not too much or she'll 
fall asleep in the car). When you get 
home, take a shower and get in bed. 
Be nice and give her a warm and sin 
cere kiss. Hopefully, she'll take a little 
initiative or possibly get into the "I'm 
the best sex partner in the world" 
game. Go with it and squirt as quick 
as you can.

4. The sleep job. This is very tricky 
and very dangerous. You'll find that 
after a woman marries, she sleeps 

j with her mouth open and often even 
| snores. Do you get the idea? You slide 
i it in and hope she's sound asleep. A 

few drinks or some 'ludes will help. 
This one is pretty sick, so if she wakes 

, up and catches you it's grounds for 
anything she wants.

DON'T EVEN 
THINK ABOUT IT!
Sex in a dressing room at a depart 

ment store
A threesome
Rubber sex devices
Photography of any sort
Home videotapes
Crotchless panties
Genital flavorings
Garter belts
Tit fucking
Shaved mons (unrelated to 

childbirth)
Vibrators
Whipped cream
Anything-that happens in Penthouse 

letters
Anything that happens in Oui letters
Anything that happens in Playboy 

letters
Anything that happens in your 

dreams

THE BEST 
WAY TO 
GET YOUR WIFE 
INTO BED

Ask for a hand job. Women hate to 
give hand jobs. They see it as an act of 
pure drudgery, much like washing 
windows or scrubbing hard water 
stains in the toilet bowl. The only 
thing a hand job is good for, in a 
woman's mind, is defense against the 
blow job.

THE VERY 
MARRIED MAN 
ON THE PROWL

The price you pay for a fling, a fuck, 
or an infatuation can be exceedingly 
high. If you have children and heavy 
debt service it can bring on heart 
trouble. Any sexual activity you en 
gage in must be of the fleeting, zipless 
variety. The worst thing you can do is 
fall in love. It is impossible to keep 
your wife from finding out. She'll 
spot the sudden interest in your 
waistline, in weight lifting, clothes, 
cologne, your new hairstyle, and im 
proved attitude at home. She'll know 
you're in love maybe even before 
you know. And besides, you're prob- 
ably too old for love. Love has a nasty 
way of anesthetizing fuck-hungry 
married men so that you think some 
gum-cracking fanny with an IQ to
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match her bra size is 1965 vintage 
Vanessa Redgrave; and you make a 
huge ass of yourself by marrying her, 
only to have her run off in six months 
with a plumber's assistant. The only 
thing dumber than falling in love is 
putting a massage on your Master 
Charge.

A WORD ABOUT 
PORNOGRAPHY

You'll need it. Lots of it. The dirty, 
filthy, degrading kind. But keep it well 
hidden'. Don't discount secret wall 
panels, trick drawers, holes in the 
yard, etc., especially if you have teen 
age boys or a Baptist wife with a 
housecleaning obessesion. Also keep 
in mind that you could die at any mo 
ment, and nothing puts a crimp in a 
funeral worse than having the be 
reaved family wonder what kind of 
sick, perverted beast you were under 
that kind and genteel exterior.

IMPROVING THE 
VIEW

You can hock your ass and the 
speedboat, and subject the wife to 
months of reconstructive facial and 
body surgery, which will probably 
leave her too taut to fuck, or you can 
do what the Slavic peoples have done 
for centuries lower your standards. 
If you change the way you view 
women, you can fool yourself into 
thinking your lump of coal is the 
Koh-i-noor diamond.

1. Steer clear of the upper-end male 
magazines such as Playboy, Penthouse, 
and Qui, and female books such as 
Vogue, Harper's, and Cosmo. These 
magazines generally feature women 
who are the antithesis of what you've 
probably got, and they talk about 
things that married women don't do. 
Studying these magazines will only 
give your balls some bad angst.
2. Do study Hustler, Gallery maga 
zine's "Girl-Next-Door" contest, 
Chic, Cheri, and magazines with 
names like Grunt, Muff Diner, Ass 'n 
Bush, etc. Their women are more in 
keeping with the average, and by cul 
tivating a taste along those lines, 
you'll view the wife in an easier 
context.
3. Squint when you look at her 
naked. Squinting erases lumps and 
bulges and trims about thirty pounds. 
4- Peek at her when she's dressing, 
bathing, sleeping. Maybe a clandes 
tine view will pump up your 
hormones. 
5. Study Rubens paintings. Peter

THE VERY MARRIED MAN'S 
GUIDE TO 
AVAILABLE FEMALE TYPES

Entangle- 
Disease Enjoy- merit Detection Physical 
Danger ment Risk Danger Danger

Whore
Baby-sitter
Sister-in-law
Hitchhiker
Secretary
Wife's friend
Pickup in bar
Casual friend 
(married)
Casual friend 
(single)

10
0
0
8
2
1
7

1

4

3
10 -
4
9
7
8
4

9

7

0
0
0
0
8
3
0

1

6

1
9
9
1
8
9
0

6

7

9
10

2
7
1
7
8

5

2

Paul, like you, hung around fat gals, 
except he thought they wore art.

ON THE 
BRIGHT SIDE

Married women, unless they have a 
drug or booze problem, smell pretty 
good.

THREE RULES 
FOR LATE NIGHT 
ACTIVITIES
1. When you indulge in certain pri 
vate practices, make sure that the wife 
and kids are into the post-REM level 
of deep sleep, that the door is locked, 
and that some type of emergency 
warning system is in operation.
2. When you venture forth into the 
night, be certain that you will be able 
to return safely and without 
detection.
3. Always have a solid alibi for itny 
activity that may compromise a law.

THE ALL- 
PURPOSE MORAL 
ARGUMENT

"I'm only going to live one life, so 
should 1 miss the opportunity to com 
mune with another human being? 
This will enrich my life and my rela 
tionship with my wife. It will 
strengthen the marriage. Many great 
men have had carnal knowledge of 
women outside their marriage. Mon 
ogamy is unnatural. If my wife won't 
do something, don't 1 have a right to 
seek it elsewhere? What's the big 
deal? I'm only going to do it once. 
One time can't hurt me or my family. 
1 am entitled to be weak
occasionally...."

continued on pflfit' 86
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6HRLS PON'T PON'T FOOL AROUNP 
ENOOM SEX. WITH ITALIAN &IRLS BE 

CAUSE THEM ALL HAVE SIX 
BROTHERS WHO \MDRK ON THE 
POCKS WITH THO6E HOOK&, 
ANP THEM'LL COME AFTER 
MOU ANP MAKE MOU 

MA12KM HER.PUERTO 
RICAN &IRLS 
HAVE LOTS OF 
RELATIVES WHO 

WILL SPOUSE OFF 
MOU ANP SUCK 

MOU PRM.

IRISH &IKLS PRINK 
A LOT ANP THROW UP 

ALL OVER THE PLACE. THE 
ONES W(LL BEAT

MOU UP

PON'T (bO
OUT WITH C3IRLS WHO 
WEAR LOTS OF R-ING* 

ON THE^IR FINOE"R-S. 
IF THEM HIT MOU, 

THEM CAN &REAK 
MOUR JAW.

PON'T
&E FOOLEP BM

£>I(2LS WHO SAM THEM ARH \ f PON'T /WARKH A 
SPANISH." THEM ARE REALLY ] ( OP A OIRL WHO'S PIVORCEP 

PUERTO PICANS WHO ARE / \ IT'S LIKE BU4'NG> AT A
\ 7

SOME &IRLS WILL 
HOLP OFF GOING* TO 

THE PEMTIST UNTfL THeM'RE 
MARRfEt? TO MOU, ANP THEM 

MOU'KE STUCK WITH THE 
PFNTAL &(LL.

&IRUS WHO 
WEAR LOTS OF 

MAKEUP WILL , 
CANCER OF THE 
ANP THEN MOU WON'T 

BE ABLE TO TAKE 
THEM OUT ANM-

TO OET AHEAP 
IN LIFE.

CATHOLIC
HAV/E 

NO 
PERIOP/'

A WOMAN IS VERM
*powN THERE/'

ANP IF MOU'RE NOT CAREFUL 
MOU CAN MESS UP HER WHOLE 

INSIPES ANP CAUSE HER 
PAIN ANP EVEN t?EATH. MOU CAM 

TELL THE ONES WHO ARE

GO TO 
BATHROOM A LOT.

SHOP

BE CAREFUL IF MOU 
EVER TA£E A OIRL OUT 

IN A CAR, ESPECIALLM A 
PRETTM ONE. IF THERE'S 
AN ACCIPENT, SHE'LL SUE 
MOU FOfE PESTROMIN<3 

HEP

HUNGAKfAM 
AFTER THEY'RE

SECRET BANK 
ACCOUNTS-

ISRAELI 6fPLS HAVE ALL 
HAP ARMM TBAINfNe AN(7 CAN 

KflL MOU WITH ONE PUNCH TO THE 
RI6HT PLACE. ALSO, 

FUSH4.

PON'T EVER FOOL AROUNP 
WITH A COLOREP O/RL. THEM ALL 

CARK4 KNIVES ON THEM OR RAZOR
UNPER THEIR TON6UES, ANP 

THEM CAN KILL MOU OR EVEN MAIM MOU 
PERMANENTLM IF TH^M PON'T LIKE 

WHAT MOU'RE POINK3 TO THEM.

TEACHERS MAKE" OOOP
wives BECAUSE THEM HAVE 

A

NEVER KISS A 
MEXICAN OIRL ON 
THE LIPS. THEM

ALL HAVE
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WATCH HOW A 
USES TOILET PAPER. THAT'S 
HOW SHE'LL SPENP MOLIK 

AFTER HOU'EE
MARRfEP.

A GIRL'S BREASTS
TURN SLACK ANP FALL

OFF IF MOU TOUCH THE/1A
PUEING MOM KIPPUR.

PESPITE 
WHAT EVERM5OPM SAMS,
G/KLS ARE PEALLH VERM 

THEIR BOPtESAKE FILTHM BECAUSE
NEVER BATHE", ANP WHAT'S WORSE, 

THEM KEEP A FfLTHM HOUSE. CHE£S£T£ ARE 
LEFT AROUNP THAT ATTRACT RQACHES 
ANP MICE1. ALSO, THEM PON'T FLUSH THE 
TO/LET AFTER USING IT, NOR PO 

EVER THROW OUT OLP

KNOW A LOT 
ABOUT THE BOPM ANP IF 
THEM WANT TO, THE*/ CAN 

GET PREGNANT IN A
MINUTF. -

(SIRLS ALL 
HAVE MOUSTACHES, 
WHICH THE4 SHAVE 

REGULA^LH RIGHT UP 
UNTIL THE PA4

ACTRESSES <?IVE THEIR, 
BOP/ES FREELM, ANP 

THEM LIKG TO SLEEP LATE, SO MOU'LL 
HAVE TO LEARN HOW TO PREPARE 

MOUR OWN BREAKFAST.

ARE, IN REALHH 
VERM e/1AART SPANISH GIRLS 

WHO HAVE F/GUREP OUT A WAM TO 
FURTHER CONFUSE MOU 

INTO THINKING THAT
THEM'RE NOT 

PUERTO RICANS.

CHINESE PEOPLE ARE 
IMVOLVEP IN AN^e-STO 
THI5 MeAN£ THAT (F MOU 
A CHINESE OlfZL, MOU'LL HAV£ A 
4HRtNG IN THE LIVING?
WITH LOT^ OF ^NCe^4^e
WHICH WILL 4TINK UP THE HOUSE 

AWP WON'T H6LP MOUK 
CONPITION.

IF MOU MARRM A
PKOT^TANT C?IRL,

YOU'LL ALWAMS 0»O
HUN6RM. THEM COOK
LITTLE PORTIONS.

NICE JEWISH ^^^^ 
PONT HAVE \ / 

MATURALLM BLONP \ ( 
HAIR. THOSE WHO PO ) I 
HAP 6RANPMOTHERS «^* 

WHO WERE RAPEP
COSSACKS. &IKL-S WHO KEEP

PtARIES ARE NOT TO 
BE TRUSTEP. PIARIES- 
ARE ADMISSIBLE EVI- 

*ENCe ANP CAN 5E USEP 
AGAINST MOU IN A COURT 
CASE IF SOMETH1N 

HAPPENS LATER.

61RL^ PKM UP 
INSIPE AS THEM C»ET 

OLP^K. E-VENTUALLM 
THERE'S NOTHINC7 LEFT 
INSIPE BUT A FfWE 
POWPER; BUT EVEN 
THEN, MOU £AN STILL 

>ET THEM PREGNANT

ALL POLISH Glf^L^ 
LOSE THEIR TEETH BE 

FORE THE AGE OF 
ALSa THEM GET STRETCH 
MARKS BEFORE THEM 

HAVE BABIED. AA

PON'T GO NEAR 
A <3IRL WH£N 

SHE'S HAVING HER 
MENSTRUAL PCRIOP.
a'S eeew PROVEN

THAT THE PlSCHAROE 
CAUSES PISEASES.

LS WILL TRM
ANMTHINO TO FORCE

A MAN TO MAKI?M THEM/
$O PON'T RELAX IF HOU

SEE THAT A C=»IRL HAS
A HMSTERE^TCMW

SCAP. IT COULP
BE A PHON4.

A 5MART 3IPL 
WILL EAT BEFORE MOU 

E HER TO A RESTAURANT. 
WA4 MOU WON'T KNOW THAT 

SHE EATS LIKE A 
UNTIL AFTER MOU'VE 

BEEN MARRIEP 
TO HER.
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by 
Gahan Wilson

One discovered the sexes only after
long and painful experimentation, so it was fortunate
that one's motivations for the search were intense.

1. Reproduction by fission had numerous drawbacks, 
its most noticeable flaw being that the whole process 
bored one incredibly.

3. One always hoped the fission might 
produce some one different, at least in 
some tiny way, from all the other 
ones, but since each one-half was just 
one more half-one, no difference 
ever occurred.

2. Then there was the awful feeling that one hadn't re 
ally accomplished much. That is, after one had gone 
through all the fuss associated with reproduction by 
fission, all there was to show for it was two of one 
instead of one of one, and outside of that nothing 
new had happened.
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4- And the more of one there was, the less point there
seemed to be in making more and more and more of one.

5. One tried fissioning by quarters, eighths, 
tenths, and other fragments in desperate at 
tempts to produce at least a liny variation...

6. ...hut the bits and pieces would eventually 
expand into yet another one of one, merely 
taking longer to do it.

7. Then the chance reception of an interstellar 
television broadcast from some unknown 
planet hinted at an astonishing way out of 
the quandary: sex.
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8. Sex involved the coupling of a one who was male 
and a one who was female. Their offspring were ex 
citingly unalike. Unfortunately, the process required 
that the male one have masculine organs and the fe 
male one have feminine organs, and, of course, no 
one on one's planet had any of either (such things 
not being needed in fission).

9. Artificial organs were constructed, 
worn, and employed, but all to no 
avail.

10. Then surgery combined with chemical injections and
ultra-ray bombardment were used to alter various ones 
along the lines suggested by the television broadcast, the 
idea being that if two ones could just get sex started it 
would more or less carry on by itself.
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11. There were many mistakes and false starts, . 
bur eventually one altered one looked at an 
other altered one in a way which one had 
never looked at another one in one's entire 
history.

12.' The first poem was written, the first lovers' 
quarrel was fought, and the first child was 
born.

13. Then came pornography, prostitution, -sex 
ual discrimination, birth control, abortion, 
homosexuality, and, finally, cloning. THE END
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Profile: A man who everyone has heard of...

MR. RIGHT
Interview by Gerald Sussman

B
ll Right is a 
rarity among 
architects. 
He designs 
public build 

ings to satisfy many di 
verse interests and tastes. 
Yet at the same time, he 
has won the awards and 
acclaim of the most criti 
cal members of his pro 
fession. Bill Right may 
deal with professional 
compromisers, but re 
fuses to compromise his 
own architectural 
principles.

Clearly, Bill Right is 
not one of your run-of- 
the-mill architects. And 
after spending the day 
with him, we feel he's 
not one of your run-of- 
the-mill people either.

Right lives alone in a 
town house in Atlanta 
that somehow combines the best elements of a French farm 
house and an Italian villa. "It's not my kind of design, but it's 
so comfortable and warm that I couldn't resist buying it," said 
Right. The house is remarkably cozy and inviting, and Right 
added a few touches to make it even more livable, including a 
Japanese wing,whcre he relaxes after a hard day in the Obushu 
pool, the Jacuzzi, the sauna, and the hot tub.

When Bill Right isn't designing award-winning architecture, 
he serves on regional ecology commissions ("the ones that re 
ally get things done because they work on a smaller scale") and 
the Atlanta Friend in Need Club, an offshoot of the Big 
Brother idea. Right has "adopted" a pair of disadvantaged 
black children and takes them to ball games, concerts, and 
even on some of his safaris to Africa. He's been on five safaris 
and plans to write a hook on the wild birds of Tanzania, accom 
panied by his own photographs, which have already earned 
him a one-man show in Atlanta. (These are photo safaris, of 
course he docs not hunt.)

Food and wine are his passions. He loves to cook, and spe- 
cializes in French, Italian, Chinese, and native American cui 
sines. He speaks five languages fluently, and after graduating 
college he spent three years "bumming around Europe," ap 
prenticing himself to some of the continent's finest kitchens. 
His wine cellar ("I started collecting when I was twenty-five") 
is the envy of many established ocnophiles. "I love to share a 
bottle of good wine with a woman who can appreciate the 
subtle differences between one chateau and another. It's not 
pretentious to love wine the way I do. It's fun."

What we especially liked about Bill Right was that despite

Full Name: William Ashton Right
Occupation: Architect 

Ambition; To find the woman who will share this life with him.

his growing acclaim and 
a back-breaking sched 
ule, he remains a totally 
unaffected, down-to- 
earth person with a fan 
tastic sense of humor. 
"Bill is amazing," said his 
good friend Jason Sand- 
erson. "He reminds me a 
lot of Mike Nichols 
when Nichols was work 
ing with Elaine May. You 
know, that quicksilver 
wit. None of that bad 
taste stuff you see in the 
National Lampoon or 
'Saturday Night Live!"

Actually, when Right 
is just mano a mano or 
with a date, he tends to 
be more gentle and 
whimsical, full of happy 
surprises (little gifts, 
flowers) and sheer spon 
taneous good fun. He 
loves to dance ("any 

thing from ballroom steps to sambas to disco") and has the 
stamina to last through the wee hours of the morning.

At the moment, there are no special women in Bill's life. 
"Sure, 1 go out with a fair assortment of women, but when I 
fall in love, 1 fall in love. Basically, I'm a one-woman guy. I just 
haven't found Ms. Right yet.

"I believe a woman should have the exact same rights and 
privileges as a man, and I mean in twryt/img.The woman I fall 
in love with should be economically independent, that is, suc 
cessful in her own right. She should be happy and fulfilled in 
her work. Let's face it, equality starts with earning power. She 
should be able to share certain things with me and also live her 
own kind of life in her own kind of space. At the same time, 
she should be happy and proud of her femininity, in the sense 
that she expects me to do the appropriate male things for her, 
not the macho stuff. I'm not a macho-type guy."

Fortunately, Bill Right has no financial worries. Along with 
the substantial salary he makes as an architect, he also enjoys a 
comfortable independent income (part of an inheritance and 
trust fund set up by his wealthy, brilliant father, the man who 
invented the iron lung).

At the moment, Right is not planning any radical changes in 
his life, except for the all-important possibility of meeting the 
right woman. As with everything he embraces, he has an open 
mind, tempered with sensitivity and understanding. His life 
style is exciting, his interests are many and varied, his work is 
demanding but the one unachieved goal is the woman who 
will share this life with him. Is anyone out there interested? |~~1
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by Tod Carroll and PJ.O'Rourke

YOUR BEST FRIEND'S

How It Will All Turn Out If You Screw Ybur Best Fr/emft Wife
A Computerized Analysis of the Possible Results

YOU

do ii again and 
again

do screw your 
best Irlend s wile

ao nol sciew yout 
bestlriend's wife

gel inioa ihree-
somewilhthelwo

of I hem

alteialUhese
years he turns oul

10 be gay

after all iiiese 
years you lum 
oui lo he gay

understands now 
il happened and 
doesn I si an to

despise you until

into a swinging 
scene

er you nor he 
can gel il up

|ne two women
siar! having an
affair with each
othei and move

into a lesbian
commune

gel divorced
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How to Tell If You 
Will Soon Be Screwing 
Your Best Friend* 
Wife
Because women respond in a gener 
ally uniform and predictable manner 
to most life situations, it is not diffi-- 
cult to forecast when your best 
friend's wife may be inclined or oven 
desperate to screw you. Examine her 
present situation and compare it to 
the comprehensive model below. 
Core prerequisites:

Best Friend (BF)
1. Doesn't earn much money (or)
2. Travels in his job (or)
3. Has a drinking or drug problem 
(or)
4- Is completely dominated by his 
wife Cor)
5. Screws other women (or)
6. Treats his wife in a cavalier or op 
pressive manner (or)

7. Has become extremely fat (or)
8. Is crippled.

Best Friend's Wife (BFW)
1. Comes from a wealthy family (or)
2. Is very young (or)
3. Is home alone a good deal of the 
time (or)
4- Sees a psychiatrist (or)

5. Has a drinking or drug problem 
(or)
6. Suspects that her husband screws 
other women (or)
7. Has always had a number of "men" 
friends (or)
8. Has a number of divorced girl 
friends.

If at least two of the above conditions 
are extant for each party, then look 
for the following behavior chain:

1. BFW—laughs unusually hard at 
your jokes; BF—no reaction. How 
soon you can expect to be screwing 
BFW—six weeks.
2. BFW—if you and her husband 
speak at the same time, directs her at 
tention to you; BF—may try to ex 
clude wife from your conversations. 
How soon—four to six weeks.

3. BFW—becomes overly concerned 
if you receive an injury of any kind; 
BF—chides wife for making a pest of

herself. How soon—four to six 
weeks.
4. BFW —insists you accompany her 
and her husband to movies and res 
taurants they would ordinarily attend 
alone; BF—will become tired and 
want to go home early. How soon— 
four weeks.
5. BFW—walks you to your car when 
you leave her home; BF—rushes the 
good-byes. How soon—three weeks.
6. BFW—conspicuously omits refer 
ences to her husband in conversation 
with you; BF—omits references to 
wife in conversation with you. How 
soon—ten days to two weeks.

7. BFW-expresses some dissatisfac 
tion with husband; BF—no change. 
How soon—two weeks.
8. BFW—confides some of her hus 
band's most private feelings and 
quirks that you, even as his best 
friend, didn't know; BF—no change. 
How soon—one week.
9. BFW—visits you at home with an 
unmarried girl friend, claiming they 
were just driving through the neigh 
borhood; BF—confides that his wife 
has been testy and difficult to live 
with lately. How soon—seventy-two 
hours.
10. BFW —induces you to come over 
to her house when her husband isn't 
home to help her solve a petty prob 
lem; then shows you a now outfit and 
asks your opinion; then offers you 
drugs, alcohol, and food; then posi 
tions herself several inches away from 
you and starts talking about how 
much she appreciates your coming 
over; BF—(reaction not available). 
How soon—now.

Some of the Creepy 
Aspects of Screwing 
Your Best Friend* 
Wife That You May 
Have to Contend 
With
The Bed. There is a good chance she 
will screw you in her bod, which, of 
course, is also the bed of your best 
friend. You will burrow into sheets 
steeped in his personal aroma, which, 
given the general sense-numbing ef 
fect of an erection, will not strike you 
until after orgasm, whereupon this 
impact will combine with all of the 
other guilt to make you feel like a par-

ticularly dirty and disgusting human 
being.
The Ugly Information. Best friends' 
wives ordinarily screw their hus 
bands' best friends to punish their 
husbands. Consequently, they will 
often attempt to turn you against 
their husbands by telling you prac 
tically every secret piece of informa 
tion they have or can plausibly 
fabricate. You should be prepared to 
hear things like:

"He will never suspect that you arc 
screwing me because ho thinks you 
are gay."

"He won't care about us—he's gay."
"I don't see how he could possibly 

complain about us—he screwed your 
wife."

"I don't know why you feel so at 
tached to him. After all, he was the 
one who spray-painted the swastika 
on your new car when you wore kids."

"It won't bother him. Nothing 
bothers someone who's addicted to 
heroin."

"Wouldn't you cheat on someone 
who whimpers in the bathroom, 
steals from his friends, and mastur 
bates on the sofa?"

"Just because he's always pitied you 
doesn't mean you have to foel sorry 
for him."
The Pregnancy. Nothing smacks 
more of psychological brittlcness than 
a husband's refusal to accept the fact 
that his wife's baby is not his own. 
Should you get your best friend's wife 
pregnant, and should he discover her 
infidelity (which he eventually will, if 
she has her way), there is a chance he 
might still insist the child is his (al 
though the kid looks exactly like you, 
and he has not screwed her in over a 
year).Then you will have the sticky dis 
pleasure of abiding a best friend you 
know is crazy. You will suspect he 
knows unconsciously that you are the 
real father, and you will live in fear 
that his bottled-up crazincss may ex 
plode in some form of danger to your 
person. Yet, you will hesitate to ter 
minate the friendship because, after 
all, he is your best friend, and because 
such an act just might trigger him.

Warning
Do not reply to her revelations 
about your best friend with 
confidences of your own. She. 
will repeat everything you say 
to her husband, absolutely and 
without fail.

continued
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You, After You Ve Screwed Your Best Friendfc Wife
As seen by...

.your best 
friend.

. his wife. .your wife.

Five Ways She Will 
Purposefully Blow It 
Once You Are Actually 
Screwing
1. She invites you over during the day 
and tells you her husband is at work. 
You're both neck ins- He comes home 
unexpectedly; you grab the phone to 
give the impression you just stopped 
by to use it. She, however, makes no 
attempt to straighten her appearance; 
then greets her husband with an en 
tirely suspicious mixture of defiance 
and guilt, beaming on her coun 
tenance like a neon billboard.
2. You drop by when she and her hus 
band are having an argument. She 
does not stop the shouting on your 
behalf, but rather, insults him with a 
piece of information she could only 
have learned from you. She then asks 
you to support her statement.
3. You and she have arranged a trip 10 
the mountains together. You have 
told your best friend you will be going 
to visit a friend in the country. She, 
although apprised of your story, tells 
her husband she is going to visit a 
friend in the country. 
4- You are, for example, a golf en 
thusiast- Her husband is not. She gets 
him a set of golf clubs for his 
birthday.
5. She repeatedly calls him by your 
name.

Warning
A great number of cultural 
works like plays and operas 
have been written about two 
guys falling in love with the 
same woman, As anyone 
knows, prudence dictates that 
you should avoid behavior that 
has been the subject of a whole 
lot of plays and operas.

...your 
psychiatrist.

Four Horrible Things 
Your Best Friend May 
Say to You
1. "I'm gUid it was you, and not some 
stranger."
2. "I remember the time you got sick 
in high school and I took your posi 
tion away from you on the baseball 
team. I felt so bad about U because I 
knew it really hurt you."
3. "Was it something I did?" (Breaks 
down into tears)
4. "1 hate your mother fucking gurs, 
you bastard, and I'm going to kill you, 
so help me God."

Warning
Your best friend may give the 
impression he is trying to en 
courage a liaison between you 
and his wife. He may ask you to 
look after her while he is away, 
or might spend an inordinate 
amount of time describing all of 
the action he has been getting 
on the side. Do not construe 
this as tacit permission to screw 
his wife. It is a psychological 
ploy, much too complex to dis 
cuss here. Take it on faith: he'll 
hate you and possibly hurt you 
just as severely no matter how 
many girls he claims to be 
screwing.

Why Do ft?
Because she's married to your best 
friend,who is a lot like you and would 
therefore marry someone just like you 
would want to marry; and it's better 
that your best friend's wife should be 
come involved with a friend than 
some slick-talking jerk who doesn't 
understand her and would probably 
treat her like dirt; and it's a conve 
nient piece of ass on (he side.

....-your other 
good friends.

... both divorce 
lawyers.

How to Screw Your 
Best Friend* Wife 
in a Way That 
She'll Enjoy, He 
Doesn't Mind, You 
Won't Fee/ Guilty 
About, and Even 
Your Wife Wont 
Get Too Upset 
Over
Wait till he's dead.

Two Semi-Famous 
Best Friends Who 
Simultaneously 
Screwed Each Otherfc 
Wives

Kekich and Peterson.-.ivhere 
are they today- 

Mike Kekich and Fritz Pctcrson went 
the full distance, eventually trading 
wives. Their behavior is instructive: 
you may assume your wife is as attrac- 
five to your host friend as his is to 
you. When he discovers your in 
volvement with his wife, offer yours 
to him. He's probably already screw 
ing her anyway.
(Note: Both Kekich's and Peier son's ca 
reers u'cnt completely to pot after :lie 
trade.) Q
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An Extensive List of Commonly Heard

FUNNY NAMES 
FOR PARTS OF compiled by P. J. O'Rourke and 

John Hughes with the assistance 
of Tod Carrotl, Gerry Sussman, 

and John Weidman

THE HUMAN BODY
By Which it Can Perhaps Be Ascertained Which Body Parts Are Subconsciously Felt to Be Most Hilarious or Mirth-Provoking 

Including affectionate nicknames and cute abbreviations.

• ''& n 1 l*

^yj:jjfl : .'IS' \

Computer graphics showing a female figure with the size of the body Computer graphics showing a male figure with the size of the body
members mathematically determined by the number of common members mathematically determined by the number of common
"fnrmv name*" fnr Mrh hiiHv rvirr "firnnv namps" fnr each hodv nart.Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



ATTENTION, WIVES!

GIVE YOUR HUSBAND 
A NIGHT ON THE TOWN

WITHOUT
LETTING HIM

OUT OF THE HOUSE
FIRST, HE'LL WANT TO STOP

OFF AT A BAR FOR SOME
DRINKS.

As you may or may not know, bars are 
often designed around a theme sug 
gested by the bar's name. For example, 
the Outrigger might look like the inside 
of an old ship, or the Buckboard might 
have the appearance of a western saloon. 
Your bar can be called the Garage. Get a 
piece of wood from your husband's 
workshop. Nail his wrenches and screw 
drivers to it so they spell out The 
Garage; then hang the board over a 
door leading to your garage. You will 
need a bar stool. If you don't already 
have one in the house, put a round 
throw pillow on a platter, set the platter 
on a small stepladder or telephone 
stand, and put the whole unit next to a 
work Table in the garage. Turn on your 
TV and mount it on a high shelf behind 
the work table. You can make a Garage 
cocktail waitress outfit foryourself by 
cutting a pair of bib overalls offat the 
waist and removing the wire from the 
center of a ruffled lampshade. Write 
your name with a felt-tipped pen across 
the front of the overalls, attach them to 
the top of the lampshade, then slip the 
whole thing on. Cool up some bottled 
beer in an ice chest beneath the work 
table.

You can give your husband a night 
on the town right in your own home.

WHEN HE'S THROUGH
DRINKING, HE MAY WANT

TO GO BOWLING.
Line up a few chairs at one end of the 

living room so they face a doorway at the 
other end of the room. Gather ten plas- i

tic bottles of household cleaners (Top 
Job, formula 409, Windex, etc.) and ar 
range them in a triangle on the floor at 
the far end of the room. Set up a TV tray 
with a pencil and paper on it next to the 
chairs. Bring your husband his bowling 
ball and let him roll it across the living 
room, through rhe doorway, and into 
the household cleaners. You may want 
to pad the wall or cupboards behind the 
cleaners with pillows to protect them 
from the ball. After each roll, pick up the 
bottles and return the ball to your hus 
band. Bring him beers from the Garage if 
he asks for them.

HE MAY WANT TO CATCH
THE FINAL DOG RACES OF

THE EVENING.

Borrow several dogs from your neigh 
bors and have them chase a roast on a 
stick around the living room. Encourage 
your husband to make bets, then write 
him a check on your joint account if he 
wins. If he wins big, put on a slinky dress 
and hang all over him. Take him back 
to the Garage for a nightcap, then get in 
the car with him and neck and maybe 
screw him in the back scat if he feels like 
it. Then let him stumble back into the 
house. Quickly circle around to yourbed- 
room,climb through the window, ask him 
if he had a good time, and tuck him in. [~|
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A YISrLJO NERO'S
BY GERRY SUSSMAN AND LEf} GLASSER

OUR STORY SO FAR: STEVE AND GINNY HAVE BEEN MARRIED FOR SIX YEARS. THEY STILL LOVE EACH OTHER, BUT THEIR SEX UFE 
IS GETTING A BIT STALE, A BIT TOO PREDICTABLE (nHE'LL FONDLE MY ASS, THEN KISS ME ON THE NECK, PLAY WITH MY TITS, 
RUB MY PUSS UNTIL I'M A LITTLE WET, AND THEN FUCK ME FOR TWO MINUTES^.

AFTER MUCH "OUT FRONT" DISCUSSION, STEVE PERSUADES GINNY TO GO TO A SEX SPA, A PLEASURE PALACE, WHERE LIBER 
ATED COUPLES CAN '"SWING" AND GET A NEW PERSPECTIVE ON THEIR SEX LIVES IN AN ATMOSPHERE FREE OF GUILT AND 
HANG-UPS.

STEVE FEELS A VISIT TO A SPA WILL DO MORE TO REJUVENATE THEIR SEX LIFE AND THEIR MARRIAGE THAN PSYCHOANALYSIS 
Off MARRIAGE COUNSELING. GINNY IS NOT A LIBERATED. SWINGING TYPE AND HAS MANY RESERVATIONS ABOUT GOING, BUT 
STEVE FINALLY CONVINCES HER THAT THEY HAVE NOTHING TO IOSE.AND SO, THEY GOTO THE HOTTEST. MOST FAR-OUT SEX SPA 
IN TOWN, NERO'S PLEASURE PALACE.

WE AGREED TO SEPARATE
AND MEET AGAIN IN TWO HOURS,

RIGHT? SO HAVE A BALL. JUST BE
COOL AND GROOVE ON THE PLACE.
BESIDES, WE'RE SO STONED, IT'LL

ALL SEEM LIKE A DREAM. DON'T
WORRY ABOUT IT.

I JUST 
HOPE I DON'T

THROW UR THIS
PLACE IS 

DISGUSTING.

HI.CUTIE. HOW'D 
YOU LIKE A HAND 
JOB WITH ONE OF 
MY PUPPETS? HERE'S 
ONE THAT LOOKS 
JUST LIKE MARILYN 
MONROE.

UH, NO 
THANKS.

AND SO. STEVE AND GINNY 
GO THEIR SEPARATE WAYS.

HOW A BOUT A
JAYNE MANSFIELD
HAND JOB? LOOK,

NO HEAD!

MEANWHILE, GINNY IS MAKING
A NEW FRIEND....

I CAN DO
SOME PRETTY WILD

THINGS WITH IT, IF YOU'RE
INTERESTED

WELL...
THAT'S WHAT I'M 

HERE FOR, I 
GUESS...
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STEVE IS ALSO TRYING TC 
MAKE A NEW I'M NOT THE SUBTLE 

TYPE. YOU REALLY TURN 
ME ON, AND I'D LIKE TO 

BALL YOU UNTIL YOUR 
NOSE BLEEDS. I MEAN, 

UNTIL YOUR EARS BLEED. 
OH, SHIT. NEVER MIND. 

WANNA FUCK?

HEY, YOU'RE A REALLY 
BEAUTIFUL PERSON. I 

MEAN, YOU WERE REALLY 
GREAT. MORE THAN 

JUST A PIECE OF ASS. 
YOU KNOW WHAT 

I MEAN?

I'M NOT THE
SUBTLE TYPE EITHER,

AND I THINK YOU'RE SLIME.
FIND ANOTHER HOLE TO

CRAWL INTO, WILL
YOU?

I NEVER 
KNEW IT COULD 
BE LIKE THIS.

IN THE MEANTIME, GINNY IS GETTING 
INTO THE SWING OF THINGS. ...DOUBLE YOUR FUN

WE'RE GOING
TO DOUBLE YOUR

PLEASURE...

LADY...YOU JUST
TALKED YOURSELF
OUT OF A GREAT

FUCK.

IF THERE IS
A HEAVEN, IT CAN'T
BE BETTER THAN

THIS....
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WHILE STEVE IS STILL TRYING...
FUCK OFF? FUCK 

OFF? THAT'S FUNNY 
THAT'S EXACTLY WHAT 

I WANT TO DO.

TWO HOURS LATER. . THANK GOD! I
THOUGHT I'D 

NEVER MAKE IT.HEY, YOU REALLY
LOOK LIKE YOU COULD USE

A LITTLE FREE LOVE.
HOW ABOUT IT?

mam MINUTES LATER...

THIS HAS NEVER
HAPPENED TO ME IN MY

LIFE. MAYBE I JUST CAN'T DO
IT WITH A LOT OF PEOPLE

AROUND.

I DID EVERYTHING I
COULD. I WASTED A HALF

HOUR ON YOU WHEN I COULD
HAVE BEEN BALLED AT

LEAST NINE TIMES.

WELL,
THANKS FOR 
THE FINGER FUCK, 
SUPERMAN.
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WHATEVER SEXUAL BLISS GINNY HAS HAD IS NOTHING 
COMPARED TO WHAT SHE HAS JUST EXPERIENCED 
WITH GEOFFREY, CLOVELLE, AND WAH-Ll.

WE'RE GOING TO
SHOW YOU EVEN

MORE, DARLING.

I CAN'T BELIEVE I VE
BEEN MISSING THIS ALL THESE

YEARS. I NEVER KNEW A
WOMAN'S BODY COULD

FEEL SO MUCH.

BUT STEVE IS NOT IN THC MOOD DON'T TOUCH ME 
WITH THOSE THINGS

SURE YOU 
WOULDN'T LIKE 

A NICE HAND JOB? 
I'LL GIVE YOU MARILYN 

MONROE AND JAYNE 
MANSFIELD AT THE 

SAME TIME.

LATER. DRIVING HOME...

HONEY,
CAN YOU JUST DROP

US OEF AT WAH-U'S PLACE?
I'LL MEET YOU AT HOME

LATER.
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ALICE COOPER'S FROM THE INSIDE

icks up where "HOW 
YOU GONNA SEE ME NOW" 
left off! There's more to this 
steamy best-seller than just 
a great introduction. Like nine 
more true tales torn from the 
pages of life as Alice has lived it!

FROM THE INSIDE. 
The album featuring the hit ^' 
sing)c"HOW YOU GONNA S 
ME NOWy Produced and j 
deranged by David Foster 
Foster Frees Music Inc. SB 
Insane on Warner Bros, recoi? 
& tapes.
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BYSHARY FLENNIKEN

"THANKS PROFESSOR. BUNSON,

NsiOUl I R£ftUV UNDERSTAND 
CHEMICAL 00NDiN(3/

YOUR T£STTUB£ 
IS BOILIN& OVER.

MISS ^
WEEK WE ^AM , 

P\5CUSS HEMIN6WAYS 
PREDILECTION FOR

AND THE 
VOHALE...
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NEVER DONE. FOUR VJOULPW'T IT &e BASIER 
TO STUPV FOR

I'M MOT EVEN ENROLLED 
HERE ANYMORE....

SIT IN
CLASSES WITH 
CUTE TEACHERS/ A

SOME WOMEN LUST AFTER SOtpiERS,)OR ——** FATHER.! 
i Guess I'M A SUCKER -^

DO^AI^)ATION...

A HME YOU 
PONE IT

E\JERVON)E... 
MY

MAKE 
ME THROB. DIFFICULT TO

DiS-VRAC

BAR&S <3NTHE MALE CATS PENIS
INSPIRE ovuLprroRV R&LEAseiu THE FEMALE CAT.

- / HE MUST 
) ( HAVE A
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J HUMAN FEfAKLE IS THE 
* ONIN MsllMftUTriPiTSTA.- . 

HEAT VEAR 'RODMP? »
COULP I COME TO 
ApftRTMENTTo

FEMALE &ABOON TAILPIECE IS R.USH&P SCARL&T ) 
PRIMARY SEXUAL STipftt/WS.

WEVER CATCH m.
HAWDY AT-rimes/

CAPACITY
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SIGHT OF ASBACKLEG RED' 
INSPIRES 

RELEASE IN 
THE NAi-E SdHOO<lMASTER

You SOM& 
KNOWN FACTS

ANIMAL

I'M READY 
/.EARN,
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by P. J. O'Rourke and John Hughes
FUNDAMENTAL 
TRUTHS ABOUT 
WOMEN
• Women would rather kiss 
than fuck.
• Wimen have a sense organ 
that perceives emotions in 
much the same way our ears 
perceive sound waves or our 
eyes perceive light. They are 
thus able to detect guilt, for 
instance, or envy, in the same 
manner that we can detect an 
enormous explosion.

• Two hours of cuddling in 
front of a fire is more sexually 
stimulating to a woman than 
direct clitoral massage with a 
Swedish handheld vibrator.
• Nymphomania only occurs 
in women after their forty- 
eighth year or eighth month 
of pregnancy.
• No matter how bright a 
woman is, she would still 
rather have a bracelet than a 
book.

• All women think that they

are physically attractive to at 
least some men, and judging 
by the girls that our friends 
get married to, they must be 
right.

• Women do not envy your 
penis except when they go co 
the bathroom on camping 
trips.
• Women can harbor jealous 
feelings for inanimate things, 
such as your work, your 
hobby, or your car.

• A woman can spend eight

hours in a hair salon with six 
friends and still accuse you of 
caring more about your 
Iriends than you do about her 
when you spend two hours 
with your friends at a bar on a 
Saturday.
• Women who don't work 
think that because their hus 
bands get out of the house 
every day they don't work.
• Women think that raising 
children is more difficult than 
designing n breeder reactor 
and safe waste disposal sys 
tem for under $100 million in 
six months.
• When a man takes an inter 
est in a woman's body she ac 
cuses him of only taking an 
interest in her body, but 
when he doesn't take an in 
terest in her body she accuses 
him of taking an interest in 
someone else's body.
• Women are not revoked by 
urine, fcces, or vomit, but gag 
at the thought of semen or 
cigar breath.

AFTER EQUALITY, 
WAGE PARITY, 
LIBERATION OF 
BODY AND SOUL, 
AND THE EXTEN 
SION FOR THE 
RATIFICATION OF 
THE ERA, WOMEN 
STILL CAN'T DO 
THE FOLLOWING:

Start barbecue fires 
Change a tire 
Hook up a stereo 
Shine shoes 
Clean fish 
Any thing on a roof 
Touch worms
Decide where to hang a 
picture

Roll a joint 
Move a couch
Investigate mysterious house 
noises at night

Wax a car
Kill and dispose of large 
insects

Change storm windows
Walk past a mirror without 
stopping to look
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INTRODUCTORY 
GIRL TALK
An important step toward 
the understanding of" women 
can he made hy learning their 
language.

ENGLISH-GIRL TALK 
A BRIEF GLOSSARY
Breasts Boobies
Penis Thing
Vagina Down there
Testicles Those
Five minutes Two hours
Shit Freshen up
Fuck Dinner and 

a movie

Translation of Some 
Common Girl Talk 
Phrases into English
"It's broken."

English: I don't know how fo 
work it.

"She used her mouth." 
English: She bleu' him.

"Use your mouth."
English: Eat me. 

"It's my time of month."
English: / don't want to___

"1 have a tipped uterus!'
English: / clon'! want to.__ 

ever again at long as J live and 
believe me.! won't.

Translation into English 
of a Complete Conversa 
tion in Girl Talk
Karen: Donna, you really

look great. You wear blue so 
well. You'll have to tell me 
where you got that handbag. 
Ilovc.it!
Translation: Donna, you look 
even worse than the last rime / 
sau • you. But at leas t you have 
tin? good sense to wear bine; it 
covers /at better. Tell me where 
you got that handbag so I can be 
.sure to stay onto/that store.

Donna: 1 just threw on this, 
old rag, and I'm not wearing 
any makeup. But anyway, 
how's your wonderful son? 
He's so artistic! 
Translation: I jusi threw on 
this rag, and I know it's a rag, but 
if] say it's a rag you may think I

have a closet full of nice cloches 
instead of a closet full of rags, 
which is u r/ia( / really have. I'm 
umring six pounds of makeup; I 
usually weat eight. Bu! anyway, 
how's your wonderful son ...the

Karen: I wasn't expect ing 
anyone to drop in, the maid is 
sick, and I'm in the middle of 
redecorating. You were plan 
ning to redecorate your 
house, weren't you? 
Translation: J didn't think any 
one would have the nerve to 
Iwgc in at 9:00 in the morning 
and catch what my house really 
looks like. The furniture's old 
and the carpets are worn out and

GRAFFITI IN WOMEN'S ROOMS
The graffiti in women's rooms is generally typed out on index 
cards and affixed to the metal doors of the roilet stalls by means 
of magnets concealed in little plastic flowers.. Here are some 
examples:

For a good nose job, call Dr. Bergstein: 
555-3401

Bill W___ is a great provider.

Coconut Macaroons
Sweetened condensed milk is the secret of these quick and easy 
cookies.

3'', cufts (10 oz.) flaked coconut
I can ( 14 a*..) sweetened condensed milk
Dash salt
J teas/won vanilki extract
1 , teas/won almond extract
23 glaceed cherries, cut in half

Preheat oven to 350° F Bake for twelve to fifteen minutes until 
golden at edges. Makes about three and a half dozen.

I'd like to redecorate ifl had the 
money, but your house is a worse 
dump than this one.

Donna: How's you hus 
band's career?
Translation: Is the drunk still 
out of work?

Karen: Fine, just fine. 
Translation: Don't ask.

Donna: W^uld you like to go 
out for lunch?
Translation: Would you ii\<e to 
HO buy things?

Karen: Great! 1 just have to 
get dressed.
Translation: I just have 10 
shave my legs and armpits, 
tweeze rny eyebrows, put on my 
niakeuj), pluck the hairs out of 
my nose, slwwer, powder, oil and 
perfume my body, bleach my 
upper lip hair, paint my toenails, 
set my hair, comb it out and reset 
it, and try on six or seven differ 
ent outfits.

Donna: Don't \. orry about 
it—you look great! It's terrific 
how you can get away with 
wearing an outfit like that. I'd 
look like a horse in that! I'm 
so fat anyway.
Translation: / wouldn't go to 
the gas station with you looking 
like thai Only someone with ab 
solutely no self-respect would 
wear something as ugly as that. 
If I wore it, I'd look bad, but not 
that bad because I'm really 
skinny, aren't 1?

WHAT LIFE WOULD BE LIKE WITHOUT WOMEN
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Karen: You're skin and 
bones! I'll be right back. Oh, 
while I'm getting ready, will 
you give me your recipe for 
that casserole you served at 
the pot luck dinner at your 
house last week? A poc luck 
is such a good idea! 
Translation: You are fat. I'm 
going to take my time, so why 
don't you give me the recipe for 
that glop you served at your 
cheapo hash sling so I 'II be sure 
and never serve anything even re 
motely like that. A pot luck party 
is a good way to cover up the fact 
thatyou have to pinch pennies.

Donna: We'll have to get to 
gether again soon. That hus 
band of yours is a real 
character.
Translation: If my kids weren't 
friends with your kids, I wouldn't 
come wit/tin a block of you. Or 
the loud, crude lush you share 
your bed with.

INTERVIEW WITH 
THE ONLY REALLY 
HONEST WOMAN 
IN THE WORLD
National Lampoon: You
are ...
Betty X: The only really 
honest woman in the world. 
Really. I'm the only one there 
is who won't lie to you or 
flatter you or make things up 
that never happened. Don't 
ask me why. I don't know. I 
just am and that's that. 
National Lampoon: O.K.,

what about cock size? 
Betty X: Huge. They have to 
be really huge. Anything less 
than nine or ten inches and 
most girls can't even feel it. 
Only black men have cocks 
that big. Black men and some 
real short, real homely little 
Jewish guys.
National Lampoon: And 
forepby...
Betty X: If you really excited 
us, we wouldn't need 
fore play.
National Lampoon: 
After play?
Betty X: If you really satisfied 
us we wouldn't need afterplay. 
Look, let's face it, most gals 
could care less about men. I 
mean, except for the giant 
black ones.
National Lampoon: Well, 
why do you... 
Betty X: Jesus Christ, Bud! 
You want us to work for a liv 
ing* Or what? I mean, gimmee 
a goddamn break, please.

continued on page 244

THE TEN MOST 
COMMON WORDS 
USED BY WOMEN 
AT CLIMAX
Oh, God! 
Harder!
More!
What's wrong?!
Push!
Help.'
Faster!

Not in my ass! 
I can't! Stop!

t.I think [hear the kids.'

MESSAGE FROM 
A GAY MAN

FELLOWS.
fly&£ YOU 

TH/NK HOMO' 
EXUALITY IS 

THE ANSWER.
TAKE IT FROM M£~
IT/$M'T. THIS 6Uy
MAY
A
BUT

WOMEN JOKES
It's important to remember, 
when making jokes about 
women, that they are not a 
minority, they weren't cap 
tured on another continent 
and brought here in leg-irons 
(funny shoes, yes, but not leg- 
irons}, and Hitler didn't blame 
them for Germany's loss of 
World War I. Therefore, you 
can make any kind of fun of 
them you want.

How many women does it 
take to unscrew a light 
bulb?
One—to call her husband in tite 
middle of the day and make him 
leave an important meeting with 
the firm's largest client, and drive 
all the way home and find the 
stepladder and take tfie old bulb 
out and put in a new one, and 
rush back to work where his boss 
will be really mad!

At a woman's wedding, 
how do you tell which one's 
the bride?
She's the one in the soft and sen 
suous chiffon gown with crystal- 
pteated Chantitly lace at the neck 
and more puffs of billowy lace on 
the flowing angel sleeves; and 
crowned with a flowery chiffon 
uveath encircled by the in 
triguing look of a sheer, sheer 
veil!

What do yon get if you 
cross a woman with a 
Polack.7
A kid.'
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HOW TO TELL A FIRST WIFE FROM A SECOND WIFE
The "first wife" and the "second wife" are not, as No. They are members of two different species
it might seem, simply the woman who you with widely differing characteristics. And a wise
marry first and the woman who you marry next, man always marries his second wife first.

A FIRST WIFE A SECOND WIFE

Beauty parlor Beauty parlor
three times three times

a week a year

Clinique Baby oil 
moisturizing 
makeup base

Lip gloss Chap Stick'

34A 38D

Feminique Soap

Zircon Turquoise

10 pounds 10 pounds ~ 
underweight overweight 1

l-'Eggs Levis

Sharp looks 
Wants two kids

Wants to buy a big house in the suburbs 
Calls your parents Mom and Dad

Bath
Hand job 

Wants you to get a raise

Sharp wits 
Has two kids

Wants to sell a big house in the suburbs
Calls your parents Hank and Shirley

Shower
Blow job

Just got a raise herself

FAMOUS EXAMPLES OF THE 
FIRST WIFE SPECIES

Tammy Wynette
Catherine the Great

Grace Slick
Pat Nixon

Elizabeth Taylor Hilton 
Wilding Todd Fisher Burton Burton

Gloria Sternem
Sally Strut hers

Joan Rivers

FAMOUS EXAMPLES OF THE 
SECOND WIFE SPECIES

Loretta Lynn
Elizabeth II
Mama Cass

Bess Truman

Elizabeth Warner

Margaret Mead
Sally Field

Erma Bombeck

ONEHUNDRED 
AND ONE EXCUSES 
FOR BEING 
IMPOTENT

1.1 had a had day at the 
office.
2.1 gue.ss 1 had too much to 
drink.
3. 'Ludes always do this to 
me.
4- That coke must have been 
cut with meth.
5.1 think I'm coming down 
u'ifh something.
6. Boy, I'm sure tired!
7. Look, I'm upset. It's noth 
ing to do with you. I'm just 
upset.
8.1 missed you so much 1 
jacked off twice at work.
9. Sometimes it's difficult for 
me when I really love 
somebody.
10. You said something today 
that reminded me of my 
mother.
11. I don't know, I guess I feel 
like you're not really into it.
12.1 had a really bad day at 
the office.

continued on page 229

SOME GOOD THINGS 
ABOUT WOMEN

• They smell good.

• They run cute.

• All fights would be fist fights 
if we didn't have women.

• They can clean up vomit 
from kids, dogs, cats, and 
you.

• They are easily .reached by 
phone.
• They'll never drink up all 
your whiskey or .smoke up all 
your cigars.
• They always know where 
your wallet is.
• Nothing squirts out of them 
during sex.
• They do not get great big 
back pimples.
• They remember to buy 
toilet paper, shampoo, cinna 
mon, envelopes, and stamps.

• No matter how drunk they 
get, they never get drunker 
than you. I—I
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&oy: X COUUP
SPEWPAMONTH

ox,
MA'AM JUST 

KEEP HlMUKE 
THAT UKltiL 

MARCH.
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I'M NOT
NORMALLY

WHAT YOU'D CALL A
"WOMEN'S LIBBER." OR

ANYTHING LIKE WAT, BUT
THIS ISSUE REALLY

WAS SEXIST.

WOMEN ARE
JUST TREATED AS

IF THEY WEREN'T EVEN
HUMAN BEINGS OR

ANYTHING.

AND I
DON'T THINK

THERE'S ANYTHING
FUNNY ABOUT

IT.
I THINK

IT'S JUVENILE
I REALLY

DO.
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If you're into fitness, 
Bullworker puts 
it all together 
in only 
5 minutes a day:
"Looking for a fitness program that's fast, easy and gets results 
right away?," asks fitness expert, Bob Breton. "Bullworker puts 
it all together. In Just 5 minutes a day you can give your body a 
complete fitness workout: shoulders, back, arms, chest, ab 
domen and legs.

It's fast: each exercise takes only 7 seconds, once a day.

It's easy: any man between 15 and 65 in good general health 
can run through the whole program without getting tired.

You see your progress right from the very first day on the built- 
in Powermeter gauge. After two to three weeks of training, most 
men can expect to measure an extra inch or two of muscle on 
their shoulders, chest and biceps—and an inch or two lefts flab 
around the middle.

And that's just the start: there are specialized exercises for 
building-up or trimming down any part of your body you want to. 
What's more, since Bullworker training is progressive, you 
perform better each time. Yet the training always seems easy 
since with every workout your strength increases by about 
1%—that's an increase of up to 50% in the first three months.

See your strength

GROWING
day by day on the

built-in

POWERMETER

"I earn my living by keeping execu 
tives in top shape," says Bob. "My 
customers want results and they 
want them fast. I recommend Bull- 
worker for one reason only: because 
it's the most advanced fitness trainer 
on the market and you better believe 
it."

To receive complete details about 
Bullworker Fitness training, mail cou 
pon for FREE BOOKLET today. No 
obligation, no salesman will visit.

FREE BOOKLET

© BULLWORKER SERVICE 
201 Lincoln Blvd., P.O. Box X 
Middlesex, N.J. 08846

24 pages of 
action photos 
in full color 
show you how 
to build a 
powerful body 
in just five 
minutes a day

BULLWORKER SERVICE, Dept.BW35i4
201 Lincoln Blvd., P.O. Box X, Middlesex, N.J. OB846

Please send me my FFfEE full color brochure 
about BULLWORKER without obligation. No 
salesman will visit.

_Age____
please print

Street. .Apt. No.-

CHy.

State .Zip-
Canada: Home delivery duly paid. Ask (or FREE booklet.
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\ftuVe seen the movie!
IbuVe read the book!

Now you can read the shirts!

ItV\fes 
The Delt

Against

W hat else? From the National Lam/won, one of the 
world's great hunters of your loose bueks. 
comes the T-shirt and the "softball" shirt from 
the first XatLamp film, \ntumal Lfimjitxm's 

A ntmal House.
Now you can wear the glorious Animal House softball shirt 

with half-length sleeves in blushing crimson to go 
along with the flaming \.L.A.H logo on the front and the 
statement on the back that gives you complete license to enjoy 
yourself: "We're college students and we can do anything we 
want!" And listen, you don'! have to be college students to 
wear the shirt. You can be sixteen or sixty, semiliterate or just a 
dropout or never-went, like the guy who wrote this 
adv...who cares. We'll sell you anything.

Made from 100 percent machine washable cotton. S6.00 
each in large, medium, or small, plus 60 cents for postage and 
handling.

Or you, you lucky individual you, can buy and wear the 
National Lampoon's Animal House Delta shirt with caricatures of 
Bluto, Otter, Pinto, the entire "unholy seven" who help make 
Animal House the funniest movie since Get/ing Gertie's Garter. 
Comes in flaming orange with black caricatures and red and 
black letterine or in vour basic beiee with the same'trim-O ' O

mings. On the back is the brilliantly conceived slogan, "It was 
the Deltas against the rules—the rules lost!" This slogan re 
ceived first prize at the American Slogan Contest held only 
this past July in Boise, Idaho, the slogan capital of America.

Made from 100 percent machine washable cotton. $4.95 
each in large, medium, or small, plus GO cents for handling. 
Make sure to indicate color in addition to small, medium, or 
large.

National Lampoon, Inc., Dept. NLAH 279 
635 Madison Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10022 
JOIN THE HOUSE!

Yes, I would like to join the house. Please send me 
the T-shirts I have checked below.
New York City residents, please add 8% sales tax, New 
York State residents, please add 6% sales tax. 
Animal House Softball shirt at $6.00. 
Check |~~] small Q medium | | large 
Animal House Delta shirt at $4.95. 
Check [ | small Q medium | 1 large 
Indicate orange or beige____________________

(Please include 60 cents for postage and handling for 
each shirt.)

Name————————————————————————————————

Address. 

City__ -State- -Zip-
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_ EMEMBER HOW NINE TIME^ ^ 
OOTOFTEN.GROWNKJPSHAD - 
NO IDEA AT 'ALL WHY YOU DID 
OR DID NOT LIKE TO Do THI S 
oe THAT THING THEY """^" 
YOU TO DO OR NOT TO

60 DOWN TO THE APARTMENT ) 
5TOREROOM IM THE BASE" 

. /MENTDEAf?,AK!D&ETAl)WT 
> MILDREDS PICTURE SO IAJE 
, C/\N HW6 IT WHEN SHE 

COMES

ITS LUCIO^ f=DI? ME I
DON'T £EAU-Y BELIEVE 

)E
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KILL A 
/-OOKT

WAITING FOR 60&OT\ WHAT Do YOU
WOW ABOUT

T& WE ate? i

, TW£BF 1$ A MU6TYom, R£V;^w/OF BOOKS'.
18-29 POINTS. &COC>. I/OR ^-655

I
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TO C/WMZAT/0M

Yt>UR MOUTH sHur is MORE
[M PORTANT THftN OFENIM6 

AT THE RI6HTT/ME

(,eTS60,T(?oTS..^"-tKWBii?o COSTS x 
» THRee HUMORED

^^<^_f-*fe-^«
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Sh«
MIX: TrJe
false,.

"Recognizing my responsibility 
to protect those who might be 
too young to hear this material, 
I recommend this album only to
the extremely Old. !T - George Carlin

INDECENT EXPOSURE
some of the best of

GEORGE CARLIN

"Indecent 
Exposure." 
Some of the best 
of George Carlin.

On Little David 
Records and Tapes.
Produced by Monte Kay
and Jack Lewis in association
with George Carlin.

(Distributed by Atco Records.
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NOW—Men and Women Can

SHAPtUPFflSTl
New Home Jogger 

with Mileage Computer
fantastic price breakthrough 

at just 12
Discover the fast, fun way to get into shape fast. The exclusive mileage 
computer lets you see at a glance exactly how far you've run. Use the 
fabulous Home Jogger Rain or Shine, day or night. You can even 
watch TV as you jog your way down the road to a trimmer, slimmer 
figure, bursting with exuberance and energy. Everyone knows that 
jogging has become the number one exercise program in the country 
today. But not everyone is able to run the roads... not everyone wants 
to run in public. Now, you can have the privacy of your own jogging 
path, plus an exclusive mileage computer that tells you exactly how far 
you've run.

WATCH THE MILES CLICK BY... SEE POUNDS AND INCHES PEEL OFF 
Why do Doctors recommend jogging for weight control, fitness, mental 
alertness and overall good health?
• Jogging burns more calories per minute than any form ol 
common exercise.
• Jogging is one ol nature's most power 
ful and effective appetite suppressants.
• Jogging improves circulation which 
sharpens mental quickness... and 
naturally combats stress, fatigue and 
depression.
• Jogging strengthens heart and 
lungs. ..strength you feel In new 
energy and vigor.

Shape up in the Privacy of Your Home
If you are like thousands of men and 
women who may have "let themselves 
go" a bit in recent years, you might 
reasonably feel a little uncomfortable 
running on public roads or tracks. The 
HOME JOGGER gives you all the time 
and convenience you need to get back 
into shape... at your own pace any time 
of day or night in any kind of weather... 
without a word or glance from anyone.

And remember, the HOME JOGGER 
can be good for all ages. A 50 year old 
who works out regularly can look and 
feel better than many a 20 year old who 
does nothing to stay in shape. You'll be 
amazed to see how quickly you go from 
a quarter of a mile a day to a half mile... 
until you find yourself running three, 
maybe even five miles a week. And it's 
all between you and the mileage counter!

WATCH THE MILES CLICK 
BY ON YOUR PERSONAL 
COMPUTER
It's like a new game. The mileage
counter tells you instantly Mow
"inch ground you have covered.
Works equally well for men and
women. ..of every height. You
easily convert your stride to
mileage with one reading of tire
computer and one glance at the
conversion chari. You will be amazed
at how far you can run in just a brief morning
workoul. You'll actually have a good time running against
the clock...at youf own pace. Yes, the HOME JOGGER puts
an end to exercise boredom for good. A special personal progress
cftaff will give you an amazing record of your daily improvement..
while your scale and your mirror confirm the results.

As Seen 
On TV!

Special
"SPRING BOARD 
JOGGING PAD"
Actually Helps You Run. 
Deep cushion tread 
gives you a "push 
back" action you feel 
with every stride. 
Most important it ab 
sorbs that hard shocks 
that can cause real 
problems when run 
ning on hard roads. 
Ankles and knees are 
pampered with a soil, 
cushioning effect thai 
tones muscles without 
jarring.

MAIL COUPON TODAY1

30 DAY FREE TRIAL
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Shape up entirely at our expense! Enjoy the 
fun and excitement ol running against the 
patented mileage counter for a lull 30 days. 
It, at the end of that period, you don'l feel 
younger and more alive... II your feeling 
of pride in your physical sell has not done 
a complete turn-around...If you are not 
convinced that the HOME JOGGER is 
everything we say it is... RETURN IT!!

General Mail Corporation, Dept. JOG-32 
25 Valley Drive, Greenwich, CT 06830
Please send my Home Jogger with Mileage Computer for the low price of Just $12.95, plus
$1.00 shipping and handling ($13.95 total) I understand that if I am not totally satisfied, I may
return the Home Jogger within 30 days lor a full and complete refund.
Q SPECIAL VALUE—Order 2nd Home Jogger for just $10.00 postpaid.

Check enclosed $.. _____.amount
Charge to: D VISA D MASTER CHARGE Expiration Data ————————————————

Acct # _____________.____..____. _ __ __.

Name
Address ..__

City ._.._ .„—___,-__—___,___ State- — 
(Connecticut residents please add 7% sales lax)

-Zip .__.
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A NEW W0RIP AWAITS THE

SENSUAL, LIFE- LIKE 
0AT SCC-B5. TH£ NEXT

Tiwe YOO SEE A TOPLESS
FEMALE BAT .CATCH HER 
ANP STDDV HER1

THE EXAMPU^ AT RIGHT WRONG

WWAT9 S'»" AND -WEAR* L6TTUC6'
SOMETIMES A

BREAK 18 
THE BEST TWN6.

SOMETIMES 
FEE I. I'M
WITU YOU FOR YOJR 

ATTENTION!

BE 46R1OU61 
<NOW YOU'VE

COPY OF COfMO IN 
THE BATHROCWv

TWE 
EPEN 

SHOVJIN6'

PLEASE ,„ WHAT 
PIP I AL.U R1SWT, 

IF THAT'S WUAT 
YOU WANT, I'
CALL
TUG MORNINfi!

PON'T B£ 
R1P1CDLOU5. SAIL.; 

UAVGN'T GONE OUT
IN W66K6evew

WITH ME l
YOU

WU6T 66 
KIPPINS VOU

WON'T
Rfi&RST IT,
HONEY,
THANK

YOU,

HA 1. I'VE 66EN 
BROWN HAIR5 ON 

PILLOW.
CM I AW, 

WOW A6OUT SAY1NS
uove we? YOU

W6V6R SAY IT UNLS66 
I 6AY IT FIRST, 

EVGk IN TH6 
B6PROOW-- MY MIRROR. V^VtAT WOULD 

YOU LIKE M6 TC 
0O? NOT TALKTC

MY6BLF AT 
ALL1

THAN I PO! YOU'B,6
N uove

NEXT'. 5EWTIMEMTAL BUFFALO MUSIC,
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The world's finest 
cigarette papers. 
Best Quality, even burning 
and now in ail sizes.
Gel rid of the blues with AMotta/Haynos/ 
Jeremiah's new album "Slippin Away" featur 
ing My Job <je(s rid ot the blues.

JOB PAPERS BROUGHT TO YOU FROM FRANCE BY

If you'd like to size up some of our sizes, we II send 
you one pack JOB one-point-two-five, two packs 
JOB one • point • live and one pack JOB double 
wide papers, all (or only a dollar (to cover cost, 
postage and handling). 
Send to:
RAPERS, Adams Apple DistCo.Depi ML 2 
5100 N Ravenswood. Chicago, IL6064O

MS/MR/MRS

I AW OVER 21 YEARS OF AGE
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Calling All Parents...

IS YOUR
SON

GROWING 
UP TO BE 
A FRUIT?
Many kids today are, turning 

"queer" before they're even out of 
knee pants. And it's not surprising, 
what with heroes like Rod Stewart 
and Elton John being shoved (you 
should forgive me) down their 
throats on TV and in magazines. 
But don't despair. If you see telltale 
signs that your kid's getting 
"funny," there are several things 
that you can do to gently push him 
back toward normalcy.

1. If you e.neh him playing \\nli 
his SORT'S dulls clip out this miin- 
ccnteifold and hany it in the dollhous..- 
"den." Hopekilly he'll yet the mes-.;^....

2. And since In.1 like- lo pl;iv u irh 
dolls, yo huy him one. A KtrhK-t\pe i-- 
Ivst, with sexy hair, a. sh;ip<.-]y as>, ;md 
perky little tits.

3. Too much reading is u Mirefire 
danger siyn. If Junior wears :i pair ol

reading "lasses, smudge them up a bit. 
And slip a couple of \t>t. Rock and Tar- 
;tm comic books into his copy of.lane Eyre. 

4- lake him howling. Let him use 
the little balls, but make him swearcvery 
time he misses.

5. No matter what he wants for 
Christmas, buy him power tools. Gn-nt 
Hy noisy dangerous po\\'er tools.

6. "R'ach him how to smoke cigars. 
If he won't smoke cigars, [hen f!i\v him 
cigarettes, but no lo\v tar- and Jio men 
thol 100s.

7. T.ikc him hvmiin<:. Makv him 
kill an animal he's sc-en in an toons w in 
children's books. If he starts crviny, cook 
it upanj let him watch you eat it.

8. Get him drunk. This one's easy 
with a kid of five or <ix. A couple of sips 
of Heineken should more rhtm do the 
tnck-

9. Now take him to a porno (lick. 
If he yets scared :tnd sums to bawl for 
Mommy...

10. Beat him up the \va\ you'd 
beat up any other faypot, only nor so 
hard. Remember, you're not trying to 
hurt him, just to help him straighten 
out. Once he learns what bemy queer is 
yoin^ to mc;in in terms of constant pain 
and suffering, he'll shape up fast...the 
little fruit.

The Watts Para
In 15 seconds yo
are clean, dry, and ready to play.

With some systems 
you pour liquid on your rec 
ords (and rub it into the 
grooves), while with others 
you brush the dirt around 
(and rub it into the grooves). 
The Watts Parastat is neither 
of these.

By placing a plush vel 
vet pad on either side of a 
soft nylon brush and adding 
a drop or two of Parastatik®

fluid, a remarkably efficient 
system is created.

The brush bristles lift 
the rubbish to the surface. 
The pads collect and remove 
it. And the Parastatik® fluid 
supplies just the right degree 
of humidity to relax dust col 
lecting static without leaving 
any kind of film or deposit 
behind.

No other system does

so much for your records in 
so little time.

So when you want the 
best, ask for the original. The 
Parastat, by Cecil Watts.

Watts products are 
distributed exclusively in the 
U.S. by: Empire Scientific 
Corp.,GardenCity,NY 11530
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FUNNY NAMES
continued from page 53

HEAD
bean
belfry
block
bonnet
dream box
fuse box
gourd
pumpkin
squash
hat rack
knob
noggin
noodle
nut
think pot
think tank
upstairs
TOP OF THE
HEAD:
crown
dome
lid
roof
stack
top
wig
BALD HEAD:
chrome dome
BRAINS:
gray matter
.what's between vour

ears
HAIR ON THE
HEAD:
bush
crop
'do
'fro

fur
hay
mop
moss
thatch
LOCK OR TUFT
OF HAIR
GROWING IN A
DIFFERENT
DIRECTION
FROM THE REST
OF THE HAIR:
cowlick
HAIRLINE
HAVING A
V-SHAPED
POINT AT
MIDDLE OF THE
FOREHEAD:
widow's peak
EARS:
earflaps
jug handles
sails
FACE:

chops
kisser
map
moosh
mug
mush
pan
phiz
puss
smacker
FACIAL HAIR:
'burns
cookie duster
crumb duster
dirtv upper lip
five o'clock shadow
face fuzz
face lace
peach fuzz
fuzz
growth
muttonchops
nose tickler
sideburns
soup strainer
'stache
WRINKLES AT
THE CORNERS
OF THE EYES:
crow's feet
EYES:
baby blues
bo-peeps
glims
glimmers
glommers
lamps
lights
orbs
peepers
pies
shutters
EYELIDS:
shutters
NOSE:
beak
beezer
booger vault
finger holster
handle
honker
book
hooter
horn
proboscis
scbnoz
scbnozzola
smeller
sniffer
snoot
snot box
snout
snuffer
MOUTH:
bazoo
belcher

chops
cocksucker
hole
hole in your face
kisser
maw
moosh
smacker
trap
clap trap
hash trap
vap
LIPS:
chops
JAWS:
chops
TEETH:
biters
chompers
choppers
enamel
fangs
grinders
ivories
pearlies
pearly -whites
piano keys
tusks
CHIN:
chinnev-chin-chin
NECK:
stretcher
string post
THROAT:
flue
LARYNGEAL
CARTILAGE:
Adam's apple
TRACHEA:
Sunday throat
windpipe
wrong pipe
LUNGS:
airbags
windbags
HEART:
clock
pump
ticker
BLADDER:
piss bladder
BOWELS:
guts
innards
kisbkas
SKIN:
bark
enamel
SKIN
BLEMISHES:
beautv marks
birth marks
blackheads
crater face
pizza face
white beads

wine stains
zits
BACK:
hump
ARMS:
Hoppers
wings
ARMPITS:
pits
ELBOWS:
benders
hinges
HANDS:
claws
dukes
fins
fives
bunch of fives
flippers
grabbers
hams
hooks
hookers
meat hooks
meat hocks
mitts
paddlers
paws
skins
FINGERS:
claws
digits
feelers
fishhooks
forks
pickers
pinkies
tens
ticklers
MIDDLE FINGER:
bird
LITTLE FINGER:
pinkie
INDENTATION
BETWEEN THE
TWO TENDONS
AT THE BASE OF
THE THUMB:
nature's salt cellar
nature's snuff box
PECTORAL
MUSCLES:
delts
lats
pecs
BREASTS:
apples
cakes
cantaloupes
casabas
grapefruits
melons
balloons
bazongas
bazooms
boobs

boobies
boulders
bubbadoos
dugs
eyes
headlights
hooters
hogans
j"gs
knobs
knockers
lungs
mams
milk cans
orbs
paii-
paps
rack
set
teats
tee-tees
tits
titties
NIPPLES (MALE):
bee bites
NIPPLES
(FEMALE):
knobs
nips
nip-nips
nubs
num-nums
raspberries
rosebuds
STOMACH:
bay window
belly
breadbasket
gut
labonza
paunch
spare tire
tummy
turn- turn
tu m m v- 1 um-t um
SIDES:
love handles
NAVEL:
bellv button
innie
lint vault
outie
place where the
Indian shot vou

PUBIC HAIR:
pubes
short hairs
short and curlies
PUBIC HAIR
(FEMALE):
beard
beaver
bush
hair pie
merkin
muff

continued
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FUNNY NAMES
continued

patch
GENITALS:
down there
equipment
in between the legs
naughty hits
nether parts
personal parts
privates
private parts
privy parts
unmentionables
GENITALS
(FEMALE):
baby hatch
beaver
bird
boodle
bootv
box
penny box
jelly box
jelly roll
bush
clam
bearded clam
cock
cookies
cooze
crack

crevice 
cunny
cunt
ditch
flue
fur burger
gash
goodies
hair pie
fur pie
hole
honey cloister
honey bole
honey pot
love bucket
love tunnel
muff
nether lips
orifice
poo n
poontang
puss
pussy
quiff
quim
slash
slice
slit
snatch
thin«
twat
vag

wazoo
wet place
the wound that will
not heal 

wussy 
the Y 
yoni 
zone
CLITORIS: 
clit 
little man in the
boat 

love bud 
love button 
HYMEN: 
bean 
cherry 
PENIS: 
arm
short-arm 
banana 
bird 
bishop 
bone 
cock 
dick 
dingus 
dong 
ding-dong 
ding-a-ling 
dink 
dinky

dipstick
dolly
doodle
dork
dummy
end
engine
flute
skin flute
piccolo
pink piccolo
gland
gourd
gun
hog
hose
hairy hose
it
John-Thomas
Johnson
joint
joy stick
knob
lizard
lob
lobba
log
love muscle
male part
man part
mast
meat

member
middle leg
third leg
pecker
peter
pee-pee
peeny
peeper
pepperoni
percy
pisser
pizzle
poker
pole
fuck pole
pork
pork sword
prick
pud
pup
putz
rod
ramrod
Roger
root
Roscoe
salami
schlong
schlontz
schmeckle
schmuck
schvanz

continued on j 94

Atlantic Records presents 
the Blues Brothers 
and their debut album, 

"Briefcase Full of Blues."

On Atlantic Records 
and Tapes. Hi
With special thanks 
to Dan Aykroyd 
and John Belushi.
Produced by Bob Tischler.
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High Rollers

Original Bambu
The "Old Reliable" 
regular size.

New Bambu 
One-Half Extra
Now, superior Bambu paper 
in one-and-a-half size.

Big Bambu
Longest length for party size.

The Bambu Assortment
Bambu Quality in three distinctive sizes.

SB.1

HI, Roller. Here Is a fine selection 
of Items direct from Bambu to you.
• Save money by ordering the gravity 
(eed box of your favorite size Bambu roil 
ing paper.
• Look in the full color Bambu mirror to 
see how great you are in your Bambu 
T-shirt.
• Use your Bambu metal waste basket to 
get rid of seeds, stems and your old roll 
ing paper.
All are priced so you can still afford the 
smoke.

Order now, before another year goes up in smoke.

Name

Fill out this order form and send, with check or money order, to: Bambu Sales Inc., P.O. Box 691, Westbury, New York 11590

Ptease send the following items:
11 Big Bambu (50 packs) in Gravity Feed Box $15.00 $_____ 
[] Bambu One-Half Extra (36 Packs) in Gravity Feed Box $9.00 . . _____ 
[ I Regular Bambu (50 packs) in Gravity Feed Box $9.00 . . _____
HI Full Color Art Oeco Mirror with Chrome Frame $10.00 . . ..... ._____

Size: 12WX12 1/!"

D Full Color Cotton/Polyester T-Shirt $5.00 ................... ._____
Circle Size: Small, Medium, Large. Extra Large

t-1 Metal Waste Paper Basket $12.00 ....................... _____
Size. 19" high

TOTAL (Check enclosed) 
Includes postage and handling.

Address

City

State Zip Code

New York State residents add sales tax. 
Allow three to four weeks tor delivery.

NL279
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VERY MARRIED SEX
continued from page 39

VERYMARRIED 
COME-ON LINES:
"I'll clean out the garage and throw 
out all my old shirts if you'll just let 
me rub against you for a few 
minutes."

"Why don't we go buy you a raccoon 
coat, have lunch, go to a show, buy 
new living room furniture, fuck, then 
go find an all-night jewelry store and 
get you a larger diamond?"

"1 promise I'll hurry. Ir won't take 
more than, oh, three minutes"

"Let's make a baby! A cute, cuddly 
baby! Oh, please, can we make jusr 
one more adorable little child.7 "

LINES THAT WILL 
NOT WORK:
"It won't hurt!"

"If you don't do it, I'll find someone 
else who will."

"I'll fell you just before I'm ready, and 
you can stop!'

"Ninety percent ol the women in the 
world do it."

"Who's going to walk in?"

IMPORTANT
LEGAL
INFORMATION

Oftentimes Very Married Sex can 
come down to cold and harsh con 
frontation. You can get to a point 
where you'll kill for physical contact, 
and she'll unload all over you with 
threats of divorce, public shame, liq 
uidation of asset?, etc.
1. By law she has to put out. If not, 
you've got grounds. If you have the 
grounds, she can't rip you so bad in fi 
nance court. However, blow jobs, 
hand jobs, shower fucks, animalistic 
positions, and the like are not covered 
in the Minimum Sex Act. She's only 
obligated to lay on her back and re 
ceive the filth, although in some 
states she may be required to smile 
and kiss.
2. Believe it or not, many states still 
have laws on the books against sod 
omy. Sodomy, unfortunately, is inter 
preted to include just about all the 
fun stuff. So if .she really wants to get

evil she can call the cops if you touch 
her butt with anything, touch her 
genitals with your face, or use a stick 
or other object on her. And even 
though everyone commits the various 
acts than can be considered sodomy, it 
still looks dreadful in the papers.
3. One of the things the women's 
rights movement has done is make it 
possible for a woman to cry rape on 
her husband. This does not negate 
number 1 (aboi'e); it merely confuses 
the issue. She is required to perform, 
but as I read it, she's not required to 
perform under threat. In other words, 
she can have the option of refusal if 
she can prove proper basis for that re 
fusal. For instance, I don't believe you 
can force her to have sex when she's 
sick, when she's in labor, or anytime 
during the day. You cannot, of course, 
hit her, hold her at knife- or gunpoint 
and force her to perform sexual acts. 
However, when she goes to the police 
station to complain, unless there's a 
broad behind the desk or a division of j 
female activist lawyers on hand, the 
cops more than likely will ask lots of 
dirty and humiliating questions and 
send her home in tears.
4. There are no circumstances under 
which a married man can have sex

with a woman other than his wife 
without that act being considered 
adultery. There are old rumors that 
it's okay for a man to fool around if 
his wife is crippled, ugly, ill, men 
struating, pregnant, old, or busy with 
household chores. Unfortunately, 
they're just rumors.

THINGS TO TELL 
YOUR SINGLE 
FRIENDS WHEN 
THEY BOAST 
ABOUT THEIR 
SEXUAL 
EXPLOITS
"Your chances for VD are far greater
than mine."
"You have to waste valuable time
courting women you'll never marry
anvway."
"You have to look good, dress well,
and stay clean all the time."
"You can't watch TV during sex."
"In five or six years, people will think
vou'rt'a homosexual." I_I

"Talk, Wallace—where'd you kidc [he loot'"
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HOW TO 
PICK UP GIRLS!

HOW TO 
PICK UP GIRLS!

GUARANTEES YOU WILL PICK UP A GIRL IN 2 
WEEKS!
Here is a book thai noi only teaches you exactly how to pick up 
girls, ll guarantees you will pick up girls. In lac! we guarantee 
you will pick up and date al leasi one beautiful girl within two 
weeks of receiving this book. If you don't for if you're dissat 
isfied with the book in any way) just return ii for a complete 
refund. We put your refund in the mail the day we receive the 
book.
THE BOOK MILLIONS OF MEN HAVE BEEN WAIT- 
ING FOR!
[-.very day you probably sec do/ens of beautiful, sexy girls 
you'd love to pick up. Girls with long lean legs and large 
rounded breasis. Girls \vj(h sparkling blue eyes ;md luxurious 
blond hair. The problem has always been, how do you break 
through the icy wall that always seems to exist between stran- 
gcrs?"HOW TO PICK UP GIRLS has well over 100 answers- 
each one of them dhxolutely fool-proof.'.'. You don'I have to be 
rich. You don'E have to be good-looking. These techniques 
work for all men. All you have lo do is walk up to the girl you 
have your eye on, use one of the incredibly simple techniques 
described in this book, and you will pick her up. There is sim 
ply no way she can refuse you. We GUARANTEE IT!

Here are jus! a lew of ihe more than 100 surelire techniques you 
will learn and master: • How lo be sexy • lies! places to pick 
up girls • How lo make shyness work for you • Why a man 
doesn't have to be good-looking * How lo talk dirty seduc 
tively • Why girls get horny • Fifty great opening lines • The 
greatest pick up techniques in the world. * Why M-omcn are 
dying to get picked up • How to gel women to pick you up
INTERVIEWS WITH 25 BEAUTIFUL GIRLS.
HOW TO PICK UP GIRLS contains in-depth interviews with 
25 beautiful girls. Girls just like the ones on the cover of this 
book. They lell you — in their very own words— exactly \\hai it 
takes to pick them up. You'll learn what to say lo them. Where 
to meet them. And how to detect those subtle little signs thai 
mean a girl is dying for you to pick her up. Rest assured. 
thousands of girls are dying for you to pick her up. And once 
you know who they are the rest is incredibly easy.
PICK UP MORE GIRLS IN A MONTH THAN MOST 
MEN DO IN A LIFETIME.
If you don't pick up at Icasi one beautiful girl within 14 days of 
receiving this book, you can return ii for a complete refund. So 
don't delaj. Get the jump on all the other guys. While they're 
standing on the corner watching al! the girls go by. you'll be the 
one will) knows how to move into action. HOW TO PICK UP 
GIRLS costs onlyS8.95— It's* lhan what \ou'd pay for an ordi 
nary shirt. Yet so much more of a help when it comes to pick 
ing up girls. In fact, if you love beautilul girls, this book is the 
best damn investment voti can make!

HOW TO MAKE LOVE 
TO A SINGLE GIRL!

IMAGINE BEING SUCH A GREAT LOVER WOMEN 
CAN SEE IT IN YOUR EYES!
Here is a book that can turn you into such an exciting lover, 
women will sense your powers the instant you walk into a 
room. The book is called HOW TO MAKE LOVE TO A 
SINGLE GIRL: A Picture Book of Love. And it's guaran 
teed to turn you into the kind of lover women just can'i wait to 
s:o to bed with.
OVER 160 LUSCIOUS PHOTOGRAPHS! 
HOW TO MAKE LOVF, TO A SINGLE GIRL contains over 
! 60photos-each one just as clear and exciting as the photograph 
above. These photographs arc large, beautiful, and incredibly 
frank. They show you — siep by exciting step—exactly how to 
turn on "a woman. And today that's more important than ever 
before. After all, today a woman expects a lot from a man. By 
the time she's twenty she's probably been to bed wiih at least 
half a do/en guys. So she knows when someone's a good 
lover. . .and when he's noi so «ood.
Thai's why HOW TO MAKE LOVE TO A SINGLE GIRL 
can be such a help. It's chock full of hundreds of techniques that 
overnight can turn you into an "expert" al turning on a 
woman. Here arc just a few of the techniques you will learn and 
master:
• How to get :i woman to "let herself go" • "Magic" 
caresses • The techniques of touch • Stimulating a woman • 
Building feminine passion • The building of sexual power • 
Special sexual motions * Do/ens of exonc positions *How 
to take off her clothes • Rocking minions • The magic of 
Warm Baths • Building sexual control • Best ways to gener 
ate passion** And hundreds of other fantastic techniques, 
most of them illustrated with truly luscious photographs

Most siuys think you have to be stood-looking or rich to attract 
lots of women. Not irue!!!!! HOW TO MAKE LOVE TO A 
SINGLE GIRL will teach you how to thrill women so intensely, 
they'll see it in your eyes, recognize it in your walk.
So jusi don't think about ordering THE PICTURE BOOK OF 
SEXUAL LOVE. Really go ahead and do it. Right now. After 
all. in just one week it can turn you into such a vibrant, exciting 
lover, women will look at you in a whole new light.

Symphony Press, Inc., De|)t. Nl_L 7 W. Clinton Ave., Tenafly, NJ. 07670 
lH I've enclosed $8.95 plus 75<J postage & handling. 
_ Rush nit HOW TO PICK Lil> GIRLS! 
_^ I've enclosed $12.95 plus SI postage & handling. Rush me

HOW TO MAKE LOVE TO A SINGLE GIRL. 
!~J Both books only $19.95 plus$1 postage & handling.
Name ______________________________
Street. 
Citv _ _.Slaie_

r:ip|ier.
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THE FUNNIEST ALBUM ON RECORD.
Qreatest Hits 07 the

^•gnu^uyK^^i^^^Mtfu^;

Featuring; John Belushi, Christopher Cer/, Chevy Chase, Rhonda Cowllet, 
1 Brian Doyle-Murray, Christopher Quest, Tony Hendra, Mark Horotvitz,

David Hnrdon, find Jacobs, Melissa Manchester, Bill Murray, Joseph O'Flaherty, 
Alice Piayten, (Jilda Radner, Harold Rtimis, Norman Rose, and Paul Shaffer.

T o assemble this cost today would cost over twenty- 
seven million dollars—if it could be done! Back then, 

'e got them for free milk and cookies. But that was 
before we launched a dozen meteoric careers, garnered three 
Grammy nominations, and made a bundle for the home folks. 
Now, in one album, a star-studded selection of satire, parody, 
frivolity, and wit in the National Lampoon tradition—from the 
performers and writers who made that tradition!

THE GREATEST HITS OF NATIONAL LAMPOON

MUSIC TAPES

GTT Vll/A
n e c o R D /

National Lampoon 635 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y 10012 Dept. REC279 

Gimme, gimme, gimme _ _ _ GREATEST HITS OF NATIONAL 
LAMPOON albums at $7.98 apiece, I enclose a check for 
$______.. (There is no charge for handling and postage.)

Nome____________________________________ 

Address ___________

StateCity ___ __ ._____ _
New York State residents: Please add 8% sales tax.

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



• The following happened to 
a Canadian apple farmer: he 
attached a rope to a barrel 
and secured a pulley to a 
high branch in an apple tree, 
ran the rope through the 
pulley, raised up the barrel, 
and tied the other end of the 
rope to the trunk of the tree. 
He then climbed up the tree, 
filled the barrel with apples, 
climbed down, and untied 
the rope from the trunk. Fail 
ing to anticipate that the bar- 
relful of apples was heavier 
than himself, and refusing to 
let go of the rope, the fanner 
was pulled off the ground. He 
collided with the descending 
barrel and severely injured 
his shoulders. Continuing his 
ascent, he banged his head 

. on a branch at the top of the 
tree and jammed his fingers 
in the pulley. When the bar 
rel hit the ground, the apples 
were spilled, which lightened 
the barrel and then caused 
the farmer to descend. Half 
way down, the farmer was 
again struck by the barrel, 
this time seriously bruising 
his shins. He was further lac 
erated when he landed on a 
section of his own truck rig 
ging. At this point, the 
farmer finally let go of the 
rope, releasing the barrel, 
which fell directly on his 
head. The farmer was hospi 
talized. PCA/FLBA Farming 
(contributed by Irwin Gooen)

• Fblice have warned parents 
to beware of a child molester 
who has been roaming the 
streets of Austin, Texas, en 
ticing youngsters to permit 
him to smell their feet. The 
suspect identified himself to 
one small girl as a scientist 
performing a foot survey, 
and offered her five dollars to 
sit down on the curb and re 
move her shoes. After smell 
ing his fill, he told her, "Come 
back tomorrow and bring

your friends." The victim 
said the man wore a white T- 
shirt, blue jeans, and had a 
noticeably large nose. Austin 
American-Statesman (con 
tributed by M.K. Defiel, 
D.D.S.)

• The Coca Cola Company, 
after winning a long and ar 
duous battle for permission 
from Peking to sell Coke in 
mainland China, was disap 
pointed when its costly mar 
keting campaign fostered 
little response from the Chi 
nese people. Troubleshooters 
called in to overhaul pro 
motional strategies eventu 
ally discovered the flaw.

Chinese pictographic repre 
sentation of the words "Coca 
Cola" translates literally to 
"female horse fattened with 
wax." or "bite the wax tad- 
pole." Rocky Mountain News 
(contributed by R. Shockley)

• A trucker stopped sud 
denly in the fast lane of a 
Nevada highway to demon 
strate a new variety of dog 
food to another motorist. As 
the driver of the truck trans 
ferred a sample meal to a dog 
in the motorist's back seat, 
nineteen other cars smashed 
into the back of the truck, 
killing a total of fifty persons 
in Nevada's worst traffic acci-
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THI$ MONTH: 

THOMAS ALVA ePl^ON (18^7-1931)
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dent ever. The dog was not 
injured. The Arizona Repub 
lic (contributed by Larry 
Bodine)

• Radio Uganda announced
that Emperor Hirohito of 
Japan will fulfill Idi Amin's 
request for kamikaze pilots 
to train the Ugandan Air 
Force. The radio said offi 
cials hoped the first group of 
kamikazes would arrive in 
time to attend Amin's eighth 
anniversary as ruler of 
Uganda. Tokyo had no imme 
diate reply. UPI (contributed 
by Tom Hess)

• A civil court found Dr. 
Howard Eddy guilty of medi 
cal malpractice and ordered 
him to pay $175,000 in dam 
ages to a patient he had 
treated for a rectal disorder. 
Eddy inserted a high-in 
tensity electrical instrument 
up Richard Schwartz's anal 
canal when the device came 
in contact with a pocket of 
intestinal gas. The gas ex 
ploded, blowing out a portion 
of Schwartz's colon. The 
court held that Eddy was 
negligent, in that a reason 
able and prudent physican 
should have, in essence, fore 
seen that Schwartz might 
fart. Newsday {contributed 
by David Begler)

Retraction: True is informed 
that our Dwight Elsenhower 
"Lives of the Great" erred in 
stating the former chief ex 
ecutive was president of Co 
lumbia University after he 
left political office. In fact, he 
held the position before his 
election to the U.S. presi 
dency, and according to 
some, was given the job only 
because a representative of 
Columbia's trustees, who was 
authorized to hire Eisen- 
hower's brother Milton, mis 
takenly contacted Dwight.
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by Ell is Weiner
Did you ever think you 

would hear Norman Vincent 
Peale on a rock station? 
Neither did 1. But I'm glad I 
did. I'm a fan of both Norman 
Vincent Peale and WABC 
radio. I'm glad they got to 
gether. The generation gap is 
narrowing. Beautiful. There 
is no reason why the Rever 
end Peale and young people 
should be strangers. They 
should be friends. It couldn't 
have happened a decade ago, 
back in the surly, sullen, 
swinish sixties.

-William Reel, a colum 
nist in the now-obsolete New 
York Daily Press, one of New 
York's strike papers. No date, 
but Bullshit has this exe 
crable piece of "journalism" 
on file. Really.

When we think of the 
Elizabethan Age as heroic, it 
is not only a few exceptional 
men and women whom we 
recall, but a whole society 
that burst alive at the sum 
mons to a great enterprise, 
engaging the hearts and 
souls of all....The whole soci 
ety had a heroic spirit. Its 
ways were lissome, with 
sword and song. It was a 
scoundrel age as well, but 
the heroic spirit could en 
compass that. Beside it, our 
own is bedraggled. The com 
pass of our world, even as we 
soar to the galaxies, is the 
bathroom scale.

-Henry Fairlie, in "Too 
Rich for Heroes." Harper's, 
November 1978.

Clearly they were as 
caught up in the magic ol" 
Lincoln's words as 1 was. 
Then I spoke the last lines: 
'And that government of the 
people, by the people, and for 
the people shall not perish 
from the earth" And the 
worn words took on a new 
born freshness, and I felt at 
peace with my country and 
its people and myself.

-Max Lerner, in "An Af 
ternoon of Abe Lincoln's 
Timeless Lines." New York 
RJS(, November 15,1978.

"We felt it inappropriate to 
observe the killing of four 
students and the wounding

of nine others with a sculp 
ture that indicates someone 
committing violence on 
someone else. We are afraid 
that people will see only the 
violence."

-Dr. McCoy of Kent State 
University, explaining why 
George Scgal's sculpture of 
Abraham about to sacrifice 
Isaac would not be accept 
able as a donation commem 
orating the deaths of four 
students at Kent State on 
May 4, 1970. From "Prince- 
ton Takes Sculpture Rejected 
at Kent State." by Grace 
Giueck. The New York 
Times, November 18, 1978.

Here are the endings to some 
things that you'd only read or 
sit through io find out the 
endings.
BOOKS
Palling Angel by William 
Hjortsberg: Harry Angel, a 
New York detective, turns 
out to be Johnny Favorite- 
Ihe missing person he's hired 
to find by Louis Cyphre, who 
turns out to be. when deci 
phered, Mr. Devil.
Panama by Thomas 
McGuane: Chester Hun- 
nictitt Pomcroy loses Cath 
erine Clay to Panama and the 
dream it represents of their

Claims Dci>t.
"Even while on the moon 

I was cleaning my swimming pool"

to push it poo! bni£h ;iruuruL And »1ien I do find 
Cttjay my pool. I doa^ wmu in ISM ft dlny. So. 
i It WUii-ul lifting a Jiuger. J let (he Ame&on

Is hftni to baaT
POOL S«,Ttp fn the iDMt rtlfablc 

poolejwj
liable. And ilw bcsl li 
rlUng. He res tinw 
rkv. Special und

Hin UDd Tiller. Lrart» «r
Honi3lici*lly ^tJie«d Irilo
'cjf bosket. Even the Illrt are reguta^y rin«(L

iht Veilov,' Pages tar your ncaicoi pool builder 
or pool tupftfy deakt Uiw o%trn ̂ uarwr mmion oibn 
pool owners, youl! h« 
on the te&U The Amt* 
Pool- Sweep, Ainesoii 
Pnxlucis. Inc.- P.O. Bm 
'2OOQ. Cortc Modcra,

ARNESON
is Sweep

...cleaning every day
for over a quarter million

pool owners.

It is true that no person would be in a less convenient position to 
run a brush across the bottom of a swimming pool than a guy 
in a space suit, life-support pack, and those ungodly bulky 
shoes walking around a dead, cratered plain in outer space, be 
cause such a person would need a 238,000-mile pole to reach the 
brush, us well as have to abandon crucial, costly experiments 
just to clean a pool. It is also true that if the peace of mind of 
having a clean pool helped Cernan better perform his astronau- 
tical mission, we are all in the advertiser's debt.

ability to be happy together, 
but finds his father, whom he 
believed had died in the Bos 
ton subway fire but who re 
ally lives in Ohio and makes 
processed snack food.

MOVIES
The Boys from Brazil: Greg 
ory Peck is an aging Nazi 
doctor who has attempted to 
grow Hitler clones by im 
pregnating women with the 
Fuhrer's frozen sperm, tak 
ing their babies, placing 
them in the care of foster 
parents similar to Hitler's, 
and in general, duplicating 
every facet of Hitler's family 
life. A kid discovers Peck's 
plan at a Nazi meeting in 
Paraguay and alerts Nazi 
hunter Laurence Olivier. 
who pieces the scheme to 
gether and eventually mixes 
it up with Peck at the home 
of a little Hitler clone in 
America. Olivier gets shot 
and beaten, but lives; Peck 
gets his neck ripped out by 
the little Hitler's killer Do- 
bermans.and dies.

Masthead
Edited by Tod Carroll 
Bullshii by EHis Weiner 
Spoilers by Sylvia Grant and 
Elise Cagan
Lives by Bradley Razook 
Art: Wcndy Burden 
Research: Belsy Aaron 
Contributing Editors: Tom 
Corcoran, Ben Ellard, R 
Howard Lyons. Bill Moseley, 
Pedar Ness. Alan Rose
Contributions: We will pay 
$10 for every item used, $2D 
for b&w photos. $30 for 
color photos. Send to: True 
Facts, National Lampoon, 
635 Madison Ave., New 
York, MY 10022. In case of 
duplication, earliest post 
mark is selected.
Editor's Note: The items that 
appear in the True Section 
are. to the best of our ability 
to verify them. true. We will 
gladly retract anything that 
can be proven false. Every 
thing else in the National 
Lampoon is fictional. Except 
the ads.
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Dummies in Society
They endure nuclear explosions, stale carbon dioxide, bus crashes, crows, human engineers, boredom, radiation, and YMCA ven 
triloquism classes. That's why they're called dummies.

UPl
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HOW YOU can get in the best-shape ofyour life!
Imagine, a body building 'System' that can give you a 'Great-Body', in record time!

Most men never realize the'ir fabulous potential!
How would you like to get into shape? Really into shape. Better 

than you have ever been! Enough to make the girls notice you with 
admiration and enough to make the guys turn their heads in envy. No 
kidding! I don't care how much you are out of shape, regardless how 
much you have let vourseif qo. I can change your body 100%, all for 
the better!

ThinK about that. How would you like to feel better, look better 
and have more energy? How? Simply by following our fascinating 
'system' which can be done 3 times a week. Chances are you can 
complete the 'system' in less time than it would take you to get to 
a commercial health spa and back. And, the 'system' can be followed 
in the privacy of your own bedroom.

Body building is fun!
Unlike other sports, body building is a 'fun' sport that you can 

continue to any age. In fact, you obviously need it more as you 
get older. There are body builders woo are in there 40's and 
5Q's who are better built than most Olympic Champions. In 
fact, they are so well built they would make most 
professional athletes look puny in comparison.

So, why let yourself deteriorate?
Face it, unless you do something about it, your 

body gets worse, day by day it gets uglier! Your body 
and your health are your most important possessions 
and they deserve your attention. With progressive 
body building you get better, day by day, with 
results you can see and feel!

Want a sexy, trim and muscular 
waist?

Everyone admires a trim waist. Clothes 
simply look great on a muscular waistline. Ask 
any girl what the biggest turn-off is in a guys 
appearance. Chances are she'll say, 'Fat'!! 
We have the perfect 'fat-eliminater'; the 
fabulous 'Universal Bodybuilding System'. 
Your first few minutes with the 'system' will 
begin to eliminate all excess fat!

As for sports ...
It's a fact; all factors being the same, the 

stronger person can always outperform! This 
applies to all endeavers that require strength 
and endurance.

SKINNY?
MUSCLES WILL 

APPEAR . . . 
ALMOST LIKE 

MAGIC I

FAT?
FAT WILl 
DISAPPEAR - 
REPLACED BY 
MUSCLES I

The best, most productive 
body building 'system' for 
developing the muscular 
size and strength in the 
entire body!!

Imagine, a body building 
'system' that requires minimal 
time, but gives you maximum 
results. You can actually see and 
feel the results on a day to day 
basis. Our 'system' has the 
ultimate masterplan for total body 
development.

Like more facts?
We'll be glad to send you 

free colorful brochures and 
even a free booklet. All you 
have to do is send us your name 
and address.

UNIVERSAL 
BODYBUILDING 
Box 6694, Dept-LA 
Detroit, Mich. 48240

You bet 1 want more facts -- rush 
me your FREE Booklet and all 
your Colorful Brochures!!

NAME

ADDRESS. 

CITY STATE.

ZIP
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FUNNY NAMES
continued from page 84

schwantz
tallywacker
thing
tinkler
Tom
tool
trouser mouse
trouser snake
one-eyed trouser

snake
one-eyed worm
worm
tube
tube steak
twanger
unit
wan»
wing-wan"
wing-wong
won-;
wee-wee
weener
weeney
wick
wife's best friend
winkle
PENIS (ERECT):
bone
boner
hard-on
stiff
SCROTUM:

bag
basket
bulge
sack
scrot
TESTICLES:
balls
eggs
gonads
jewels
family jewels
Yiads
nuts
pills
rocks
stones
BUTTOCKS:
arse
ass
back porch
behind
hippy
biscuit
booty
bottom
bucket
bum
buns
butt
caboose
cakes
angel cakes
cupcakes
can

checks
chips
continental kit
Daniel
derriere
duff
dumplings
duster
fanny
flip side
bam
hindquarters
hind end
rear end
rear
south end
tail end
tail
heinie
hump
jam blocks
kazoo
keester
money-maker
pratt
rooster
rump
sitter
tuchis
t us hie
INDENTATIONS
ON THE SIDES OF
THE BUTTOCKS:
skinnies

RECTUM:
A-hole
asshole
butt-hole
cornhole
nigger-hole
poop-hole
powder-hole
touch- hole
bung-hole
bung
back door
brown
brownie
brown eye
blind eye
dead eye
crap per
dirt road
old dirt road
dirt track
tan track
Hershey highway
Hollywood vagina
poop chute
shit chute
shitter
ring
rosebud
servant's entrance
tradesman's
entrance

wazoo
LEGS:

drumsticks
gams
pegs
stems
sticks
stilts
stumps
uprights
THIGHS:
hams
shanks
KNEES:
benders
prayer bones
FEET:
barkers
clodhoppers
crunchers
dogs
feets
footsies
footsie- wootsies
gunboats
hocks
hooves
plates
platters
shovels
TOES:
little piggies
shrimps
toesies
toesie-wosies
tootsies D

In the March National Lampoon

"ChancedIII
BETA BRA AND 

PANTIES! I'LL BET
A GARTER BELT AND 

NYLONS!
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EDITORIAL
continued from page 6

pid questions or accuse him of mis 
conduct when he comes home drunk? 
Wilt thou not call him at the office and 
ask stupid things like,"Do you love me?" 
or "What do you want for dinner?" Wilt 
thou put up with his loud and rude 
friends, make him sandwiches late at 
night, remember his mother's birthday, 
admire his muscles, laugh at his jokes? 
Wilt thou wear your clothes for two or 
three seasons, go easy on his money, 
avoid using his razor on your legs, keep 
all your facial junk off the sink, and give 
him the good side of the bed?

For as much us John and Jane have 
consented together in holy wedlock and 
have, witnessed the same before God and 
this company, by the joining of hands 
and the giving and exchanging of rings, 1 
pronounce that, they are husband and 
wife in the name of the Father, the Son 
and the Holy Ghost. You may now kiss 
the bride, but don't mess up her face or 
hair because sho still has to have her pic 
ture taken. J.H.

Plugs and Plaudits
Thanks go out to J immy Buffett—offi 

cial poet laureate of the Pan-Caribbean 
Herb Navy—for loan of his boat and his 
self to make the R>to Funny on page 
twenty-four. (And to make my entire 
trip to Bermuda tax deductible.} That's 
Jimmy in the funny hat. Buy his new live 
album, You Had to Re There, or he won't 
have enough money to keep buying big 
sailboats to invite me on. The big guy 
with the box of Wheat Thins is Captain 
Larry Gray, and the other fellow in the 
beard claims his name is Phil Zipples- 
quiliph. These men are real live pirates. 
If they captured your cruise ship, they'd 
probably shanghai or keelhaul you or 
someihingaiid make yourgirl friend 
walk the dork. So stay out of the West 
Indies, O.K.?

While you're down at the store buy 
ing Buffett's record, why don't you also 
pick up a couple of swell books: Ftillin » 
An-,'1'/ by William Hjortsberg and Pan 
ama by Tom McGuane. These are two 
terrific guys and just about the best 
writers in the whole world, except 
maybe me. Also, they happen to live out 
in Montana right near this place where 
I'd like to go hunting this fall, and, you 
know, I'd like them to owe me a couple 
of favors so I don't have to pay for a 
motel. So buy their books. In fact, buy a 
couple copies ol each because hunting in 
New York is getting to be a drag—the 
Puerto Ricans are getting really 
blind-shy and, anyway, they're a bitch 
to clean. RJ.

Pass gas with the

SPECIAL 
TEST MARKET 
MAIL ORDER OFFER

THE ONE AND ONLY HITROUS OXIDE CftRBURftTED PIPE THAI 
LETS YOU MIX COOL NITROUS WITH WARM SMOKE FOR THE 
MOST DEVASTATING RUSH IMAGINABLE.

CAN ALSO BE USED SEPARATELY AS EITHER A POCKET SIZE 
NITROUS TANK OR A SLICK SMOKING PIPE. ALSO INCLUDES 
10 SAFE PURE NITROUS OXIDE CHARGERS.

8U7Z BOMB WILL SOON BE AVAILABLE ONLY THROUGH 
RETAILERS AT A MUCH HIGHER PRICE, SO SEND FOR THIS 
SPECIM. HAIL ORDER OFFER NOW AND SAVE

I Bombs' :„ SZOOOpJ and adOililnal Bom tHO

t SO'bni ol climes CJIil (osidems add 6V. < 
'OTflL i _ _ . . . _ __

BTV . ._ 
RA Viu MC t

——.—— ___ SUTE__

_ ?!OfleOwoodHwv . DBDl 67. MiUYallsv. CA 94941 ig?B L —

TERMPAPER
(ASSISTANCE)

CATALOG
10,250 Listings

EXAMPLES:
1510 • FUTURE SHOCK by Alvm Toffler. Deals with 
the physically 8 psychologically disruptive phe 
nomenon which occurs when individuals ate 
subjected lo rapid change in a shori period ol 
time. Footnotes, bibliography, 6 pages. 
3296 - ENERGY SOURCES which will be available 
in 2000 A D. The entire gamut of potential sources 
from coal to nuclear energy lo geothermal power 
is examined. Charts, footnotes, bibliography, 12 
pages.

We also provide custom research.

Quality GUARANTEED! Prompt, pro 
fessional & confidential.

Send $1.00 for your 256-page, mail or 
der catalog. TODAY.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE (213)477-8226
It 322 Idaho Ave.,#206-NA
Los Angeles. Calif. 90025
Enclosed is $1.00. Please rush my catalog!

Address 

City _

-Zip.

Nutso movies at 
sane prices.

Three terrific classic comedies 
starring Laurel and Hardy, W.C. 
Fields or Buster Keaton on sale for 
half-price. Outstanding values. Up 
roarious fun. Send $1.00 for infor 
mation and sixty-eight page Film 
Catalog listing comedies, westerns, 
dramas, horror and others. (Or send 
$1.00 for Video Catalog with more 
than 140 titles.)

Write : Btackhawk Films, 
Dept. 47776Davenport, Iowa 52808.

No experience required Each month we stun I 
you NATIOMAL IP's to rale "You keep LP's" * 
We pay postage In return for your opinion, you I 
can build your I_P collection. A small member-' 
ship fee is required 'first come Dasis " Send I 
no money For applicaiion wnle ' 

EARSOepl. ML Box 10245 I 
5521 W. Center SI. | 

Milwaukee, Wl 53210 •

I HE AD GEAR |
SAVE UP TO 50% OFF RETAIL

CAPTAIN &THE KID
P.O. Box 16171-Dept NL02,Ft. Lauderdale 

FL 33318 Send $1.00 for our Catalog.
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Berkeley, California Bruce McFarJane 
and Cindy Rhurnqkist, two members o/a reli 
gious grow/; called the Gullivers, wait for the 
god to arrive. They are named after their god, 
Gulliver, a twenty-five-foot giant they claim to 
have seen in the Rocky Mountains, Bruce and 
Cindy built Gulliver's throne and have set up 
a vigil until He arrives. So far, they've been 
waiting for 250 days.

Roxbury, Massachusetts Posnnan Sam Cheskin delivers mail to the home of Ronald }. 
Firkusny, u'ho claims the dubious title of being "the world's sloppiest person'' Firkusny lives in 
a broken-down Cape Cod-style house amidst assorted debris, wreckage, and garbage, and has 
so far resisted the efforts of local townspeople to have him evicted.

Miami, Florida The Castilian sport o/jalumpa, or "beating the mascot," as it is called in the 
U.S., is being introduced to the rabid sports fans of this great resort city The object of tlie game 
is to cavort with a team mascot. In this case, it is "Paella',' a combination bear and ostrich. The 
cavartcr is the star of the Miami Moonovers, Carlos Canasta.

Seattle, Washington A Bachelor of Arts 
diploma was awarded to George Kiriard, oj 
Tacoma, who graduated from Washington 
University after twenty-two years as an un 
dergraduate. Kinard, a veteran of World War 
//, had his entire body shot away and must 
therefore rely on various mechanical devices 
to stay alive. After many years of painful ad 
justment, he now functions on a normal level 
and can do "almost anything but drink beer."
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Odds-on Favorite
Angels Flight1" won't guarantee your success with beautiful women, but you'll be 
way ahead of the competition. Angels Flight'" suits in Today's Dacron® polyester 
hold their shape and keep you looking great all day and all night long. So give 
yourself an edge, get into Angels Flight'".

nomfiooaon
Any way Y°u r/Tyic-n (3V TDfiiA/;

® Dupont registered trademark 
©1979 Tobias Kotzin Company
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Alive with pleasure!

-—vport 
Newport 20

Jlfteratt, ifsmotynglsn 
a pleasure, why bothc

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
Thai Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. Kings: 18 mg. "tar", 1.3 mg. nicotine; 100's: 19 mg. "tar", 

1.4 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette. FTC Report May 1978.
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